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Neurodegenerative disorders 

Sriram Venneti, M.D. 

University of Pittsburgh, 2006

Neuroinflammation is a major component of several neurodegenerative disorders such as 

Alzheimer’s disease, HIV-associated dementia, Multiple sclerosis and Parkinson’s disease. 

Although the primary pathology underlying each of these diseases is vastly different, 

neuroinflammation, consisting of chronic activation of brain macrophages, is a significant factor 

that contributes to neuronal damage in all these conditions. Were it possible to image chronic 

activation of brain macrophages, it would be possible to monitor developing neuroinflammation 

and assess the efficacy of therapies that are targeted at modulating CNS inflammation. 

The goal of this thesis is to determine if activated brain macrophages can be imaged in 

vivo using positron emission tomography. We propose to take advantage of increased expression 

of the peripheral benzodiazepine receptor in activated brain macrophages and hypothesize that 

ligands that bind specifically to this receptor will label activated brain macrophages in vivo 

using positron emission tomography. The peripheral benzodiazepine receptor is normally 

expressed at low levels in the central nervous system in astrocytes and brain macrophages and is 

hypothesized to increase specifically on brain macrophages in neuroinflammation. 

We show that PK11195, a specific ligand to the peripheral benzodiazepine receptor, 

shows increased binding to brain macrophages in HIV encephalitis and that PK11195 can be 

used to image brain macrophages in vivo using positron emission tomography in a macaque 

model of HIV encephalitis. PK11195 binding is also increased in activated brain macrophages in 

Alzheimer’s disease and shows age dependent increases in transgenic mice models of 

Alzheimer’s disease. Finally we compare binding characteristics of DAA1106, a novel 

peripheral benzodiazepine receptor ligand, with PK11195 to show that DAA1106 binds with 

greater affinity in rat models of neuroinflammation both in brain tissues as well as in vivo. These 

data suggest that ligands of the peripheral benzodiazepine receptor specifically label activated 

brain macrophages and may be used to image neuroinflammation in vivo using positron emission 

tomography. 
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1.0  INTRODUCTION 

 In the following section, I discuss the role played by brain macrophages in health and 

disease, then discuss their role in HIV related dementia and Alzheimer’s disease and the 

applicability of labeling the peripheral benzodiazepine receptor to image brain 

macrophages in vivo. 

1.1 BRAIN MACROPHAGES IN HEALTH AND DISEASE 

1.1.1 Brain macrophages: origin and function 

Microglia constitute 5-10% of the total cell population in the brain and are the resident 

macrophages that function as phagocytes, clearing debris around damaged neurons and 

synapses (168). Recognition of microglia as pathologically important cells in the CNS is 

ascribed to Del RioHortega, who is also credited with coining their name (70).  It is 

generally accepted that microglia are derived from cells of the monocyte lineage from the 

embryonic mesoderm that migrate from the bone marrow into the CNS (196). Alternate 

views assign a neuroectodermal origin to microglia based on tissue culture experiments 

(83). However, the functions of microglia and the expression of cell surface markers are 

very similar to bone marrow derived macrophages, favoring a mesodermal origin. 

Microglia undergo changes from a resting phenotype to an activated phenotype in 

response to CNS insults that enable them to function as phagocytes (93). This change in 

morphology has been best documented in the facial-nerve axotomy model, which results 

in microglial activation assessed by the expression of several surface markers, 
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morphological changes and proliferation of these cells around the motor neurons of the 

facial nucleus (135).  

In addition to activation of resident brain microglia, monocytes migrate from the 

vascular compartment into the CNS during CNS-inflammation and differentiate to form 

macrophages (197). These cells have been referred to as perivascular macrophages. 

Experiments conducted in chimeric mice suggest that these cells are regularly replaced 

from the bone marrow (116). Although, these two populations of cells may be viewed as 

separate, it is possible that cells from the perivascular regions may traffic into the 

parenchymal space and vice versa. Macrophages derived from the periphery also have 

similar morphology and function as activated brain microglia. Besides, current 

immunohistochemical markers are unable to distinguish between these two populations 

of cells. Due to their similar embryonic origin and function and the absence of current 

markers to differentiate peripheral macrophages that infiltrate into the brain and 

resident microglia, these cells will be collectively referred to as brain macrophage 

henceforth. 

Resident brain macrophages were previously thought to be quiescent and non-

motile in the resting state. However, recent evidence imaging fluorescently labeled 

resident brain macrophages in transgenic mice using two photon microscopy shows that 

these cells are far from static (67, 180). These cells showed highly ramified processes that 

were highly motile and displayed cycles of formation, extension and withdrawal. Each of 

these processes also showed foot-like appendages that formed and withdrew. These 

authors hypothesized that resident brain macrophages serve a housekeeping function, 

enabling them to sample and maintain homeostasis of local environments. Following 

injury induced using a laser, time-lapse imaging showed rapid movement of ramified 

processes to the site of injury, which fused to form an area of containment between 

healthy and injured tissues within about 30 seconds, suggesting that resident brain 

macrophages may represent the first line of defense in CNS injury (67, 86, 180). 

The phagocytic function of brain macrophages is mediated in a receptor 

dependent fashion. Brain macrophages express receptors for Fc (constant fragment of 

antibodies) and complement, which enable them to engulf antibody-coated cells and 

opsonized antigen (48, 240, 247). Brain macrophages also express MHC II that enable 
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them to present antigen to CD4-T cells (93). In addition, brain macrophages also express 

costimulatory substances such as B7-1, B7-2 and CD40 that enable them to stimulate T 

cells (102). These functions of phagocytosis and antigen presentation enable brain 

macrophages to serve an immune surveillance function in the CNS. 

1.1.2 Brain macrophages: role in neurodegeneration 

Activation of brain macrophages is seen in several neurodegenerative disorders. Neuritic 

plaques, which constitute the central pathology in Alzheimer’s disease (AD), are 

surrounded by activated macrophages (162). In multiple sclerosis, areas of demyelination 

are rich in activated brain macrophages (25). HIV-dementia is characterized by viral 

infection of brain macrophages (255), and other neurodegenerative diseases such as 

Parkinson’s disease (161), Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (173) and Amyotrophic Lateral 

Sclerosis (214) are also associated with activated brain macrophages.  

A wealth of literature suggests that activated brain macrophages produce toxins, 

that are detrimental to neurons. Several studies report that these cells synthesize and 

secrete several neurotoxins, which may cause neuronal damage or aggravate the 

underlying pathology. These neurotoxins include cytokines such as interleukin-1 (96), 

interleukin-6 (208) and tumor necrosis factor α (53), chemokines such as MIP-1α (175), 

MIP-1β (164) and MCP-1(64), free radicals (52), nitric oxide (51), proteinases (61) and 

eicosanoids (114). Although some of these studies are based on tissue culture systems 

and remain to be confirmed in vivo, it is generally accepted that activated brain 

macrophages can produce a complexarray of neurotoxins. 

 Further, inhibition of brain macrophage activation using non-steroidal anti-

inflammatory drugs or minocyclin reduces the extent of neuronal damage in animal 

models of Parkinson’s disease (76) and AD (143). Activation of brain macrophages also 

inhibits neurogenesis in the hippocampus in rats that are irradiated or injected with 

lipopolysaccaride. Hippocampal regeneration was restored in these conditions by 

blocking brain macrophage activation with either indomethacin (170) or minocyclin (77). 

These studies suggest that activation of brain macrophages is indeed a perpetuator of 

pathology in degenerative disorders. 
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However, recent evidence suggests that activated macrophages may also serve 

more positive roles. For example, in therapeutic immunization protocols in AD, 

activation of brain macrophages is thought to play a role in the clearance of Aβ from the 

CNS by activation of phagocytic mechanisms (155, 179, 218). In fact, the efficacy of 

antibodies in clearance of plaques from the brain correlated with the affinity of the 

antibody for the Fc receptor on brain macrophages (21). It has also been suggested that 

brain macrophages can exist in different states of activation depending on the 

microenvironment, with some states favoring the secretion of substances damaging 

neurons and other states favoring a phagocytic role such as in immunization protocols in 

Alzheimer’s disease (172). 

 

 
Figure 1 Brain macrophages in health and disease 

The main function of brain macrophages is to defend the CNS against pathogens by immune surveillance, 

phagocytosis and antigen presentation to T cells. Brain macrophages transform from a resting state to an 

activated state in response to CNS pathologies. Activation enables these cells to carry out their immune 

surveillance functions. Chronic activation of brain macrophages results in the production of several 

substances, including cytokines like TNF α and interleukins, chemokines such as MIP-1α which may 

recruit other immune cells into the CNS, free radicals, nitric oxide, eicosanoids and proteinases which are 

toxic to neurons and may exacerbate the disease specific pathology. 
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1.2 NEUROINFLAMMATION IN HIV ENCEPHALITIS 

It has been about 25 years since initial reports of patients suffering from previously rare 

diseases such as Kaposi’s sarcoma and pneumocystitis pneumonia heralded the AIDS 

epidemic.  In 1983, a retrovirus later called the human immunodeficiency virus-1 was 

identified as the primary cause of acquired immunodeficiency syndrome (AIDS) in 

humans (23). Since then, AIDS has grown to be one of the greatest challenges that 

mankind has ever faced.  

HIV associated dementia arises in 25 % of terminally ill AIDS patients due to 

direct consequences of HIV-infection and inflammation of the CNS termed HIV 

encephalitis (HIVE), discussed in detail below. 

1.2.1 The HIV epidemic 

The United Nations AIDS program estimates that 40 million people around the world are 

currently living with HIV infection with five million new infections in 2004 (see 

http://www.unaids.org) (241). The HIV epidemic is a devastating public health issue in 

Africa and Asia, which together hold more than 70% of the world population living with 

AIDS (241). The several ways that HIV can be transmitted is through unprotected sex 

with infected partners, infected blood or blood products, sexual fluids, sharing of un-

sterilized injection materials previously used by infected persons and materno-fetal routes 

(141). 

The natural life cycle of HIV in humans displays two phases, acute infection and 

chronic infection that then progresses to AIDS (141). Acute infection presents with 

symptoms and signs very similar to infectious mononucleosis including, fever, myalgia, 

nausea, headache, sore throat, fatigue and lymphadenopathy (141).  Acute infection is 

mainly characterized by high viral replication and a decrease in CD4+ T cell counts (82). 

The “latency period” or “window period” is largely asymptomatic and is characterized by 

a decreased rate, but continued viral replication due to host immune responses that may 

last from months to years (189). The chronic phase of infection is characterized by 

progressive declines in CD4+ T cell counts that culminates in AIDS (82). Based on 
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criteria defined by the Center for Disease Control and the World Health Organizations, 

patients with AIDS display fever, diarrhea, lymphadenopathy, cachexia, and several 

opportunistic infections including Kaposi’s sarcoma, pnuemocystitis pneumonia, 

toxoplasmosis, candidiasis, cytomegalovirus retinitis, cryptosporidiosis, listeriosis, 

Burkitt’s lymphoma, progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy, atypical mycobacterial 

infections and histoplasmosis (141).  

HIV productively infects cells that express the CD4 receptor and the CXCR4 or 

CCR5 co-receptors which are expressed mainly on CD4 + T cells and macrophages 

respectively (75, 84, 131). Although in tissue culture systems, viral stains can be 

classified into T-cell tropic and macrophage tropic depending on the preferred cell type 

infected, most viral strains in vivo are able to use both receptors for entry with varying 

efficiency (9, 75). The life span of CD4 T cells is significantly shortened by viral 

infection as opposed to macrophages, which may act as a reservoir for persistent viral 

infection and produce chronic inflammation and tissue damage (11, 12). 

1.2.2 HIV associated dementia 

One in four immunosuppressed patients infected with HIV develop a neurodegenerative 

syndrome clinically characterized as HIV-associated dementia (HIVD) (3, 38, 57, 74, 

158).  This syndrome is characterized by cognitive impairments such as memory and 

concentration deficits, motor abnormalities such as tremors and limb weakness, and 

psychiatric symptoms such as depression, apathy and social withdrawal (98, 198, 201). 

Patients with terminal AIDS often also develop various CNS opportunistic infections and 

neoplasia such as cytomegalovirus encephalitis, cryptococcal meningitis, toxoplasmosis, 

B cell lymphomas and progressive multifocal leukoencephalopathy (10). These diseases 

may present with similar clinical signs and symptoms to HIVD; thus, the diagnosis of 

HIV associated dementia is one of exclusion of these conditions. The more definitive 

diagnosis obtained on autopsy, is characterized by the presence of classic 

immunohistochemical pathologic features termed HIV encephalitis (HIVE) (252).  
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1.2.3  HIV encephalitis 

HIV encephalitis is considered to be the pathological substrate of HIV associated 

dementia (154, 252). HIVE is characterized by the presence of microglial nodules, 

multinucleated giants cells, and abundant HIV-infected and activated macrophages (39, 

40, 178, 253). Microglial nodules are regional aggregations of HIV-infected and activated 

brain macrophages. Fusion of HIV-infected macrophages are thought to form 

multinucleate giant cells (223, 255). Infiltration of HIV-infected and activated 

macrophages is seen in perivascular and brain parenchymal compartments of the CNS in 

both subcortical gray and white matter regions (166, 181). The predominant cell types 

infected with HIV in the CNS are brain macrophages, including resident brain 

macrophages and macrophages derived from monocytes trafficking into the CNS (255). It 

is thought that these monocytes act as “Trojan horses” that bring the virus into the CNS 

(68, 195, 250). This hypothesis draws support from immunohistochemical, in vitro 

studies and several reports suggesting that the main viral strains isolated from the CNS 

are macrophage tropic (104).  

1.2.4 Brain macrophages are central to the pathology of HIVE 

Current hypotheses implicate HIV infected and activated macrophages infiltrating into 

the brain as central players in the pathogenesis of HIV-associated dementia (128). 

Evidence from in vitro studies, animal models and postmortem studies suggest that 

macrophages are the main group of cells that are productively infected with virus in the 

CNS and mediate neuropathology in an indirect fashion by producing toxic secretory 

products and viral proteins (128, 255).  

Controversy exists regarding the relative contributions of activated macrophages 

versus HIV infected macrophages towards the neurodegenerative process (97). Initial 

studies suggest that the severity of dementia, assessed ante mortem correlate with the 

extent of macrophage staining in post mortem tissue but correlate poorly with the extent 

of HIV gp41 immunoreactive cells (97). These data suggest that dementia may correlate 

better with the abundance of activated macrophages than the abundance of HIV infected 
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cells. However, HIVgp41 positive cells correlate with decreases in immunoreactivity of a 

dendritic protein MAP-2 suggesting a role for both activated and HIV infected 

macrophages in synaptic damage (153). More recent data from the primate model of 

HIVE suggest that loss of synaptic proteins correlate with both infected and activated 

macrophages (32). 

Toxins derived from macrophages are generally classified into two groups: viral 

proteins and toxic host secretory products. While, the relative contributions of either 

group of toxins are continuously debated, it is conceivable that the toxic effects of both 

viral proteins and secretary products may not be mutually exclusive. Viral proteins 

derived from macrophages include HIV envelope proteins such as gp41 and gp120 that 

may interact with the HIV receptor and coreceptors that may be expressed in neurons 

(213). Other viral proteins implicated in neuronal toxicity and dysfunction includes Tat, 

Vpr, Nef, Vpu, and Rev (177).  

Neurotoxic secretory products including cytokines such as TNF-α (107) and 

interleukins (2), chemokines such as SDF-1 (261) and MCP-1 (101), free radicals 

generated by activation of NADPH oxidase and reactive nitrogen intermediates (4) and 

eicosanoids such as quinolinic acid products (115). These substances may cause neuronal 

dysfunction directly by triggering pathways that decrease neuronal viability and alter 

synaptic plasticity or indirectly through affects on glial cells (128).  
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Figure 2 Pathogenesis of HIV Encephalitis 

 Monocytes harboring the HIV virus cross the blood brain barrier and differentiate to form macrophages in 

the central nervous system. Neuroinflammation then recruit, infect and activate other macrophages (both 

resident brain macrophages and macrophages from the periphery). These cells may then aggregate to form 

microglial nodules and may fuse to form multinucleated giant cells. Secretary products and toxins derived 

from HIV infected and activated macrophages may cause neuronal damage and activate astrocytes to cause 

astrogliosis. 

 

1.2.5 Neuronal damage in HIVE 

Although, it is generally accepted that activated and HIV infected macrophages are the 

central mediators of neuronal damage in HIVE, the mechanisms of neuronal damage and 

degeneration are continuously debated. Despite the absence of convincing evidence 

supporting productive neuronal infection, neuronal damage and loss are reported in 

HIVE. Dementia may arise from loss of pyramidal neurons (254) and specific decreases 
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in clabindin staining neurons in the cortex (79). However, cognitive abnormalities in 

these patients seem to correlate better with decreases in neuronal synaptic proteins rather 

than decreases in neuronal numbers suggesting that synaptic damage plays a central role 

in HIV-associated dementia (156). Both presynaptic and postsynaptic neuronal damage 

have been reported in HIVE and animal models of this disease (32, 153). Presynaptic 

changes have been mainly studied by documenting changes in a 38kd calcium-binding, 

synaptic vesicle protein named synaptophysin (SYN) (153). Postmortem decreases in 

SYN staining in HIVE are interpreted as damage to presynaptic terminals and correlate 

with poor ante mortem neuropsychological performance in HIV-infected cognitively 

impaired patients (79). Similarly, decreases in a dendritic protein called microtubule-

associated protein-2 (MAP-2), reflective of postsynaptic damage, have also been 

observed in HIVE and correlate with poor ante-mortem cognitive testing (156). These 

data suggest that neurocognitive dysfunction may arise as a direct result of synaptic 

damage. 

 

1.2.6 Effect of HAART on HIV dementia and neuroinflammation 

Highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAART) was introduced in 1995 and since then 

markedly decreased the mortality associated with HIV infection (13). HAART consists of 

multiple anti-HIV drugs including one nucleoside analogue, one protease inhibitor and 

either a second nucleoside analog or a non-nucleoside reverse transcription inhibitor that 

target different aspects of the HIV life cycle (reviewed in (203)). The incidence of 

several opportunistic infections along with HIV associated dementia has decreased with 

the advent of HAART. In fact, the incidence of HIV associated dementia is thought to 

have decreased by 10%. However, it has been suggested that the prevalence of HIV 

associated dementia will increase due to the longer life spans of HIV infected patients on 

HAART (94, 242). Despite the observation that few antiretroviral drugs attain effective 

concentrations in the CNS, the incidence of HIVE has decreased in patients on HAART 

(105, 106). With HAART, abundant HIV infected macrophages are still observed in 

brains with HIVE but are associated with a more subtle degeneration of dendritic arbors 
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and interneuron populations (139). Interestingly, the clinical neurological symptoms in 

patients treated with HAART are reported to be less severe than frank dementia and are 

termed minor cognitive motor disorder (MCMD) (1). MCMD differs from HIV 

associated dementia in that; the symptoms of higher cortical dysfunctions such as 

disorientation, memory losses, and executive skill dysfunctions are milder. It has been 

estimated that 25-30% of HIV infected patients on HAART suffer from MCMD (55, 

211). 

1.2.7 Primate model of HIV encephalitis 

The simian model of lentiviral infection closely resembles the human disease with a 

variable percentage of infected macaques developing neurological disease (24). 

Histopathologic hallmarks of both HIV and SIV encephalitis (HIVE or SIVE) include 

abundant brain tissue infiltration by macrophages, multinucleated giant cells, microglial 

nodules and perivascular chronic inflammatory cells (39, 137).  

The macaque model of HIVE has been extensively used to understand the 

pathogenesis of HIVE. As in the human disease the predominant strain of SIV in the CNS 

of macaques with SIVE is macrophage-tropic (63). Macaque models have been 

extensively studied to determine correlates of encephalitis that can be translated to the 

human disease. Some of the factors associated with the development of encephalitis in 

macaques include, rapid progression to AIDS (182, 251), high levels of CSF viral loads 

(264), elevated CSF monocyte chemotactic protein (MCP)-1 concentrations (58, 263) and 

low anti-SIV antibody titers 1 month after infection (182). 

SIV in macaques is a natural pathogen and the natural disease course of SIV, 

including the development of encephalitis, closely resembles HIV infection in humans. 

The macaque model thus continues to serve a key role in understanding the pathogenesis 

of HIVE. 
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1.3 NEUROINFLAMMATION IN ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE 

1.3.1 Pathology of Alzheimer's disease 

Approximately 50% of individuals over 85 years of age and over 10% of individuals over 

65 years of age suffer from Alzheimer’s disease (AD), making it the leading causes of 

dementia (8). Clinically, AD is characterized by progressive memory and cognitive 

impairment and behavioral abnormalities. The disease begins as a decrease in short term 

memory, followed by a progressive impairment of mental functions and daily activities, 

accompanied by behavioral changes such as social withdrawal and depression (110). 

Terminally ill patients are usually bed ridden, incontinent and completely dependent on 

custodian care with death occurring at an average of nine years after diagnosis (26). AD 

is a major public health problem from the devastating nature of the disease on patients 

and resources available to health providers and patient attendants (174). Current therapies 

available are at best palliative and do not address the underlying pathogenesis of AD.  

The pathology of Alzheimer’s disease is first seen in the cerebral cortex and 

subsequently spreading to more subcortical structures. Limbic structures such as the 

hippocampal formation are one of the first regions to degenerate (152).  

Two main features characterize the neuropathology of AD: the formation of 

intraneuronal neurofibrillary tangles and extracellular Aβ deposition (167). Aβ deposition 

leads to the formation of diffuse plaques that are believed to progress to neuritic plaques 

with a dense core of β-amyloid protein (Aβ), dystrophic neurites, astrocytes, and 

activated brain macrophages (161). Neurofibrillary tangles are intraneuronal inclusion 

bodies found with the cell soma, proximal dendrites, distal axon terminals and synaptic 

terminals (134). These inclusion bodies consist mainly of hyperphosphorylated isoforms 

of the microtubule-associated protein Tau, causing it to form paired helical filaments that 

are insoluble which consequently aggregate (99). The major constituent of neuritic 

plaques was identified to be the Aβ peptide nearly 20 years ago (157). It is now generally 

accepted that Aβ is formed due to abnormal cleavage of the amyloid precursor protein 

(APP) by the two enzymes β and γ-secretase (221). 
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Figure 3: Schematic depiction of a neuritic plaque 

Neuritic plaques consist of a dense core of β-amyloid  (brown) surrounded by dystrophic neurites (blue) 

containing hyperphosphorylated Tau, activated brain macrophages (red) and activated astrocytes (not 

shown in the figure). 

 

While several studies show that Aβ  may initiate neuronal damage through 

various mechanisms, the relative contributions of Aβ and Tau to disease pathogenesis 

and progression are continuously debated. The amyloid hypothesis suggests that 

overproduction of Aβ, or failure to clear this peptide, leads to the formation of Aβ 

deposits, which cause the formation of neurofibrillary tangles; these abnormalities then 

cause neuronal damage and death (111). Several arguments and experiments, beyond the 

scope of this thesis, favor or oppose this hypothesis and it remains to be either 

conclusively proved or disproved. 
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1.3.2 Transgenic mouse models of AD 

Transgenic mice have been created that express various mutations related to AD.  These 

include mice that express Familial-APP mutations (such as Swedish, Indiana, and 717) 

presenilins-1 (PS1), combinations of mutant APP and PS1 (258), and more recently, the 

triple transgenic mouse expressing mutant APP, PS1 and Tau (P301L) (183). Various 

aspects of the disease pathology are seen in these mice including deposition of 

extracellular Aβ, dystrophic neurites, memory deficits, hippocampal synaptic 

abnormalities, mild neuronal loss and glial activation. The degree to which each of these 

models displays AD pathology depends on the level of the transgene and the specific 

mutation. Activation of brain macrophages is more variable depending again on the 

transgene expressed, but is reported to be lower than the human disease overall (72). 

Transgenic mice have revolutionized the study of AD and other 

neurodegenerative disorders by providing models suitable to study therapeutics and 

mechanistic hypotheses in vivo. However, studies utilizing transgenic models have to be 

interpreted with caution in terms of applicability to the human disease. Levels of 

expression of aberrant proteins may far exceed actual pathological condition in the 

human disease. Further, transgenic mice may not model all the aspects of a complex 

chronic human neurodegenerative disease. For example, mice that model Huntington’s 

disease and Alzheimer’s disease rarely show frank neuronal loss (258).  Also mice 

expressing the APP and PS1 mutations mice show decreased retention of the PIB-

amyloid PET ligand as compared to human AD subjects, which may be due to 

differences in the secondary structure of the deposited Aβ (133).  

1.3.3 Brain macrophage activation in Alzhiemer's disease  

Aβ is the main protein in the dense core of neuritic plaques and is formed by abnormal 

protein cleavage of the amyloid precursor protein (APP). Aβ deposits are thought to 

activate brain macrophages that then surround the neuritic plaque (165). Evidence for this 

hypothesis comes from cultured brain macrophages which when exposed to the Aβ 
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peptide show upregulation of MHC-II, complement receptor, chemokines, expression of 

cytokines such as TNFα and interleukins and other acute phase proteins similar to 

changes seen in activated brain macrophages in AD postmortem brain tissue (16, 102, 

209).  

Transgenic mice overexpressing human APP show deposits of Aβ surrounded by 

activated brain macrophages (28, 89, 143, 229). Mice injected with fibrillar Aβ also show 

activated brain macrophages (88). Aberrant chemokine and cytokine expression may also 

recruit and activate other macrophages from the periphery (209). The mechanisms by 

which Aβ causes brain macrophages activation are not clearly understood. Several 

receptors and pathways have been implicated, but it has not been clearly demonstrated 

that binding to such receptors is the principal mediator of activation (148).   

1.3.4 Role of activated brain macrophages in Alzhiemer's disease  

While the biochemical processes related to Aβ processing have been studied extensively, 

the role of activated brain macrophages in the pathogenesis of AD is not well understood 

and is continuously debated. One hypothesis is that brain macrophages are primarily 

activated to serve a phagocytic function in response to deposited Aβ (219). 

Ultrastructural studies suggest that intracytoplasmic Aβ fibrils may be found in activated 

brain macrophages in AD and transgenic mouse brain tissue (7, 142, 229). However, a 

recent study suggests that these amyloid fibrils may be extensions of extracellular 

amyloid forming finger-like channels into the brain macrophages cytoplasm, but not 

directly contained within it (228). Evidence from in vitro experiments suggest that 

activated brain macrophages are capable of ingesting Aβ, but may be defective in their 

phagocytic capacity due to poor degradation of ingested amyloid within brain 

macrophages (87, 192). Also, no phagocytosis is observed when brain macrophages are 

incubated with AD frozen sections containing Aβ,  but is enhanced by incubation with 

specific Aβ antibodies (21). 

Brain macrophages are sources of several neurotoxins that may enhance the 

neurodegenerative process seen in AD and several other chronic neurological disorders. 
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On activation, brain macrophages express several proteins that may accentuate the 

neurodegenerative process (30, 225, 236). Activated macrophages produce cytokines 

such as TNF-α and interleukins, free radicals generated by activation of NADPH 

oxidase, reactive nitrogen intermediates, eicosanoids, complement associated proteins, 

antigen presentation and co-stimulatory molecules and matrix metaloproteinases which 

have been implicated in disease pathogenesis (30, 225, 236). These substances are 

thought to trigger various cellular processes including cell death cascades in neurons. 

Further, Non Steroidal Anti-Inflammatory Drugs (NSAIDs) which are associated with a 

decrease in the incidence of AD (119) may reduce the extent of brain macrophages 

activation in animal models (143, 260). These studies suggest a detrimental role for 

activated brain macrophages in AD.  

 

1.3.5 Therapeutic approaches to AD 

Current standards of medical care include acetylcholine esterase inhibitors in mild to 

moderate AD and the NMDA antagonist, Memantine, in advanced AD (33, 73). These 

therapies although reported to have improvements in cognition, do not address the 

underlying pathology in AD. Other therapies include mood stabilizers and antipsychotics 

used to manage behavioral abnormalities seen in AD (73).  No current FDA approved 

therapies have disease-modifying effects and are of limited use in the clinic. 

Several therapeutic approaches target various aspects of AD pathology. These 

include the use of neurotrophic factors like NGF targeted to increased neuronal survival, 

drugs that potentially interfere with Aβ aggregation or modulate enzymes that process 

APP, anti inflammatory compounds and immunotherapies targeted at clearing Aβ from 

the brain. Nerve growth factor (NGF) is a neurotrophic factor that promotes survival of 

cholinergic neurons (reviewed in) (59). Cholinergic neurons in the basal nucleus of 

mynert are the first group of neurons to degenerate in early stages of AD (147). Clinical 

trials delivering NGF to the CNS show initial promise, however, the widespread 

involvement of neurons including non-cholinergic neurons in AD may preclude 

significant clinical improvement in advanced AD (36). Aβ-42 is generated by sequential 
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cleavage of APP by two enzymes called β-secretase and γ-secretase. A third enzyme 

called α-secretase competes with β-secretase and may decrease the production of Aβ42 

(221).  Therapies targeted at either inhibiting β-secretase and γ-secretase or stimulating 

α-secretase activity may be beneficial in decreasing Aβ production and are currently 

under active research (reviewed in)(243).  

1.3.5.1 Immunization aganist Abeta 

Both active and passive immunizations in animal models have proved promising in 

clearing Aβ loads from the brain and improving behavioral/memory tests (22, 120, 171, 

218).  PDAPP mice immunized with Aβ peptides over a six-month period show 

generation of antibodies against Aβ, clearance of Aβ brain deposits and improvements in 

cognitive testing. Passive immunization utilizing antibodies targeted against the Aβ 

peptides cross the blood brain barrier and clear Aβ deposits from the CNS. Immunization 

against Aβ in aged vervets, which shows Aβ deposition in older age groups, also clears 

plaques (140). Active immunizations in human subjects have generated both positive and 

negative outcomes. Postmortem studies from 3 immunized patients showed clearance of 

Aβ from the brain, however ~5% of subjects developed severe T-cell encephalitis on 

immunization (85, 155, 179).  Despite mixed enthusiasm, immunization against Aβ 

shows great promise in the treatment of AD (219).  

Several mechanisms have been proposed for Aβ  clearance with immunization. 

Some of these hypotheses propose that (1) antibodies generated against Aβ interfere with 

fibrillogenesis and neurotoxicity of Aβ (163, 226), (2) clearance of amyloid by transfer to 

the CSF/vascular compartment which act as a “peripheral sink” (71) and (3) phagocytosis 

of Aβ  by activated brain macrophages via Fc and non-Fc dependent mechanisms (66, 

217). Clearance of CNS Aβ may occur through one or more of these processes, however 

the observation that the clearance of Aβ is consistently associated with activation of brain 

macrophages raises the possibility that the efficacy of immunizations is related to the 

extent of activation of brain macrophages.  
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1.3.5.2  Brain macrophages in Aβ immunization 

Brain macrophage activation is seen with both active and passive immunization and is 

consistently associated with “collapsed” plaques in both animal models and human 

subjects (22, 85, 155, 179, 218).  Phagocytosis is enhanced with the addition of 

antibodies to cultured brain macrophages in the presence of Aβ (22). Further, the efficacy 

of clearance with passive immunization correlated with the ability of the antibody to bind 

Fc receptors on activated brain macrophages rather than binding to Aβ (21), suggesting a 

central role for activated brain macrophages in Aβ clearance. However, mice deficient in 

the Fc-receptor, which plays a role in Aβ phagocytosis by brain macrophages, crossed 

with amyloid precursor protein transgenic mice show efficient clearance with 

immunization against Aβ (66). This raises the possibilities of other mechanisms, such as 

the peripheral sink hypothesis, playing a more important role in Aβ clearance than Fc 

dependent phagocytosis by brain macrophages. Alternatively, phagocytosis in brain 

macrophages may also be mediated by scavenger receptors or other FC independent 

mechanisms (66).  Although, both active and passive immunization protocols are 

associated with brain macrophage activation, the exact role of these cells in clearance of 

Aβ remains to be understood. 

1.4 THE PERIPHERAL BENZODIAZEPINE RECEPTOR 

1.4.1 The peripheral benzodiazepine receptor-structure and function 

Two pharmacologically distinct benzodiazepine receptors exist in the CNS: the central 

and the peripheral benzodiazepine receptors. The central benzodiazepine receptor is a 

part of the ionotropic GABA receptor located on the plasma membrane of GABA-ergic 

neurons (232). The peripheral benzodiazepine receptor (PBR), on the other hand is 

located on the outer mitochondrial membrane of astrocytes and brain macrophage (45).  It 

is part of a hetero-oligomeric complex comprised of the voltage-dependent anion channel 
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and an adenine nucleotide carrier forming the mitochondrial permeability transition pore 

(160).  

The functions of this receptor in the CNS are not entirely known.  It is thought to 

be involved in neurosteroid synthesis by serving to transport cholesterol from the outer to 

the inner mitochondrial membranes (190). As a constituent of the mitochondrial 

permeability transition pore it is thought to regulate cell death (160) and mitochondrial 

respiration (117).  Although the functions of this receptor in the resting CNS have not 

been entirely elucidated, several studies have focused on changes in PBR expression in 

CNS diseases.  

1.4.2 PBR in CNS diseases 

After early reports that the PBR was present in the CNS, several studies have focused on 

determining changes in PBR expression in CNS disease. These studies mainly utilize the 

isoquinoline carboxamide derivative PK11195, a specific pharmacological ligand that 

binds to PBR with high affinity. [3H](R)-PK11195 was first used to label giloma cell 

lines implanted into mice brains using autoradiography (230). Several binding studies 

using homogenized brain tissue and autoradiography studies have now shown increased 

[3H](R)-PK11195 binding (reflecting increases in PBR protein expression) in a wide 

variety of neurological diseases such as multiple sclerosis (20, 246), experimental 

autoimmune encephalitis (246), stroke (231), brain trauma (204), facial nerve transaction 

(19, 92), and SIVE (151). In the majority of these studies cellular localization of 

increased PBR expression is specific to activated brain macrophage elements, but not 

astrocytes as discussed below. 
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Figure 4 Structure of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore showing the location of 

the peripheral benzodiazepine receptor 

The mitochondrial permeability transition pore consists mainly of the voltage dependent anion channel 

(VDAC), the adenine nucleotide transporter (ANT) and the peripheral benzodiazepine receptor (PBR). 

Note that PBR is situated on the outer mitochondrial membrane. 
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1.4.3 PBR is increased specifically in brain macrophages during disease 

In the resting CNS, PBR was first reported to localize to ependymal cell lining the 

ventricles, the olfactory bulb and the choroids plexsus (248). Subsequently PBR was 

found to be expressed in low levels in glial cells including astrocytes and brain 

macrophages and was increased specifically in brain macrophages in a rat model of 

stroke (176). This phenomenon has been confirmed in other CNS pathologies associated 

with gliosis such as models of ischemia in rats (231), experimental autoimmune 

encephalitis (246), multiple sclerosis (20), facial nerve axotomy in rats (19), brain trauma 

in rats (204) and SIV encephalitis in macaques (151). However, some studies report 

increased astrocyte expression of PBR following an initial increase in brain macrophages 

in rodents treated with the neurotoxin trimethyltin (136) and cuprizone (54). In vitro 

studies also suggest that neurons may express PBR (121), but not in brain tissues in vivo. 

It is, however, generally accepted that increase in PBR is specific to glial cells. 

1.4.4 Potential functions for PBR in brain macrophages 

The effects of increased PBR expression in macrophages are unknown. The association 

of PBR with the mitochondrial permeability transition pore suggests a role in the 

regulation of cell death. At the mitochondrial permeability transition pore, PBR interacts 

with several resident mitochondrial proteins including the voltage dependent anion 

channel and the adenine nucleotide carrier which in turn interact with proteins regulating 

apoptosis (160). Interestingly, PBR prevents myxoma-infected macrophages from 

apoptosis (80, 81). In these studies, forced macrophage-PBR overexpression prevented 

these cells from undergoing myxoma virus-mediated apoptosis. Forced PBR expression 

in neurons in vivo and jurkat cells in vitro protects these cells against apoptosis (125, 

234). PBR upregulation in testicular leydig cells protects them from cytokine-induced 

toxicity (207, 237). This is also seen in blood phagocytic cells where PBR protects 

against oxidant induced cell death (44). Macrophage specific PBR expression may thus 

protect these cells from various toxins including the cytopathic effects of HIV, 

contributing to longer macrophage life spans in the brain.  
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1.4.5 Potential mechanisms for PBR upregulation in brain macrophages 

The mechanisms responsible for increased PBR expression in macrophage elements in 

the CNS are not known. In pancreatic islet cells, the cytokines TNF-α, IFN-γ and IL-1β 

cause an increase in PBR mRNA and [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in a transcription 

dependent manner (20). Similar results are seen in testicular leydig cell exposed to TNF-

α (237). In the CNS, rats injected with IL-1, or TNF-α , or LPS resulted in increased 

[3H](R)-PK11195 binding to macrophages, reflecting increased PBR expression in these 

cells (31, 35). IL-1 and TNF-α also increase [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in cultured 

astrocytes (184). In experimental autoimmune encephalitis, IL-6 and TNF-α expression 

profiles correlate with increase in spinal cord [3H](R)-PK11195 binding (5). These data 

suggest that cytokines increase PBR expression in various cell types including 

macrophages. However, the mechanisms mediating this increase are not known. It has 

been proposed that cellular upregulation of PBR in these systems may serve as a 

protective strategy against cytokine toxicity. Since activated brain macrophages 

themselves are sources of cytokines, increase in PBR expression would be an autocrine-

paracrine phenomenon. 

Since PBR upregulation is associated with cell survival, it is possible that cell 

pathways that promote survival regulate PBR expression. One of the major pathways that 

regulates cell survival is the Phosphatidylinositol-3-kinase (PI3K)/Akt pathway. PI3K is 

a lipid kinase essential for the activation of Akt, which plays a pivotal role in cell survival 

and proliferation (187). PI3K/Akt activation is an important survival-regulation pathway 

in brain macrophages (129), peripheral macrophages and other hemopoietic cell (169, 

239). Activation of PI3K/Akt protects against toxicity induced by multiple cytokines 

(100, 169). Further, inhibition of PI3K pathway in peripheral macrophages causes cell 

death by loss of mitochondrial transmembrane potential by mechanisms not fully 

understood (144). Since PBR is a constituent of the permeability transition pore and may 

play a role in maintaining mitochondrial transmembrane potential, it is possible that PBR 

is directly regulated by activation of the PI3K/Akt pathway. 
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1.4.6 PBR ligands may be used to image activated brain macrophages in vivo 

Several ligands have been synthesized that bind specifically to PBR. Labeling these 

ligands with [3H] and [11C] has enabled their use in autoradiography and PET 

respectively. Of these ligands PK11195, a lipid soluble isoquinoline carboxamide, has 

been the most extensively characterized (17). [11C](R)-PK11195 has been used to label 

activated brain macrophages in patients with multiple sclerosis (20, 69) Rasmussen’s 

encephalitis (18), stroke (206), Herpes encephalitis (43), gliomas (191), multiple system 

atrophy (95), animal models of HIV encephalitis (245) and AD (41). 

Studies in AD patients showed high [11C](R)-PK11195 binding in the entorhinal, 

temporoparietal and cingulate cortices, brain regions which show the highest degree of 

AD pathology (41). However, this study also reported high levels of [11C](R)-PK11195 

binding in regions not involved in AD, such as the thalamus and the brainstem (41). 

Similarly, a recent study using [11C](R)-PK11195 to image activated brain macrophages 

in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS) patients showed high binding in the occipital 

cortex, regions of the prefrontal cortex, and the thalamus, which are areas that are not 

traditionally implicated in ALS pathology (238). Both these studies were not followed up 

by neuropathologic assessments and the presence of activated brain macrophages in brain 

regions usually not involved in the disease pathology cannot be ruled out. However, these 

findings may be attributed to some degree of non-specific binding of PK11195, 

underscoring the importance of using a ligand with high specific binding to PBR.  

DAA1106 [N-(2,5-dimethoxybenzyl)-N-(4-uoro-2-phenoxyphenyl) acetamide], 

an aryloxyanilide derivative, is a recently synthesized ligand that binds selectively and 

with higher affinity to PBR (47). DAA1106 shows a higher affinity to PBR compared to 

PK11195 suggested by the differences in the dissociation constants. The Kd (dissociation 

constant) of PK11195 ranges between 4nM to 20nM, while the Kd of DAA1106 is around 

0.1nM (dissociation constant being inversely proportional to binding affinity) (47, 185). 

Due to a high affinity, DAA1106 may serve as a better ligand to label PBR both ex vivo 

and in vivo (149, 262).  This may also address some of the issues related to nonspecific 

binding seen in studies with PK11195.  
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2.0  SPECIFIC AIMS 

Activated brain macrophages play a significant role in several neurodegenerative diseases 

including HIV-associated dementia, Alzheimer’s disease and Parkinson’s disease. 

Neurotoxins such as cytokines and free radicals produced from activated brain 

macrophages are thought to promote the degenerative process by causing neuronal 

damage. Several therapies such as anti inflammatory drugs and immunization protocols 

in Alzheimer’s disease target activated macrophages. Were it possible to detect the 

presence of brain macrophages in vivo, in may be possible to monitor the development 

and progression of neuroinflammation as well as determine the efficacy of therapies 

targeted at altering neuroinflammation. 

The peripheral benzodiazepine receptor is abundant on activated brain 

macrophages and expressed in low levels in the normal brain. We investigated the 

feasibility of imaging activated brain macrophages using Positron Emission Tomography 

(PET) by taking advantage of elevated levels of peripheral benzodiazepine receptor 

expression (PBR) on brain macrophages. We tested the overall hypothesis that selective 

ligand to PBR will specifically label activated brain macrophages in 

neuroinflammation. We propose to use the extensively characterized peripheral 

benzodiazepine ligand PK11195 to image brain macrophages in vivo using animal 

models of HIV encephalitis and Alzheimer’s disease. We also propose to characterize 

DAA1106, a novel ligand that binds with high affinity and specificity to the peripheral 

benzodiazepine. Accordingly, the following four specific aims are proposed. 

Subhypothesis1: PK11195 will selectively label brain macrophages in a macaque 

model of HIV encephalitis in vivo, using PET. 

SPECIFIC AIM 1: Determine if (1); [3H](R)-PK11195 shows higher specific 

binding in SIVE brain tissue compared to SIV infected, non encephalitic tissue, and 
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control uninfected tissue, (2); [11C](R)-PK11195 can label brain macrophages in vivo in 

SIVE. 

In this specific aim, we will utilize PET imaging with [11C](R)-PK11195 to 

compare binding characteristics in macaques infected with SIV that develop encephalitis 

with macaques that do not develop encephalitis. We will also use filtration-binding 

techniques to compare [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in SIVE with SIV infected, non-

encephalitis, and control uninfected brain tissue derived from macaques that have been 

PET imaged. PET finding will be correlated with histopathology and filtration binding 

data to determine if PK11195 can label brain macrophages in vivo in SIVE.  

Subhypothesis2: PK11195 will selectively label brain macrophages in HIV 

encephalitis. 

SPECIFIC AIM 2: Determine (1); if [3H](R)-PK11195 shows higher specific 

binding in HIVE brain tissue compared to HIV infected, non encephalitic tissue, and 

control uninfected tissue, (2); if activated macrophages show higher specific binding with 

[3H](R)-PK11195 compared to astrocytes in vitro, (3); if HIV infected macrophages 

show higher specific binding of [3H](R)-PK11195 compared to astrocytes treated with 

supernatants derived from HIV infected macrophages in vitro, and (4) determine the cell 

signaling pathways that mediate upregulation of PBR in macrophages. 

In this aim, we will confirm data obtained from SIVE in aim 1 in HIVE 

postmortem tissue. We will also use cell culture systems to determine the effects of 

activation and HIV infection in primary human macrophages. We will also use 

pharmacologic blockers of the PI3K/Akt and the MAP-kinase pathways to determine if 

these pathways are responsible for upregulation of PBR in macrophages. 

Subhypothesis3: PK11195 will selectively label brain macrophages in 

Alzheimer’s disease postmortem tissue and transgenic mice models of Alzheimer’s 

disease in vivo. 

SPECIFIC AIM 3: We will compare (1); [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in 

postmortem Alzheimer’s disease brain tissue from Alzheimer’s disease patients with age 

matched controls using filtration binding assays, and (2); [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in 

brain tissue derived from APPSwe/PS1dE9 mice with wild type controls and (3); 
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[11C](R)-PK11195 binding in APPSwe/PS1dE9 mice with wild type age matched 

controls in vivo. 

In this aim we will compare data obtained from filtration binding techniques, PET 

imaging, and immunohistochemistry in postmortem tissue obtained from Alzheimer’s 

disease and transgenic mice to determine if PK11195 can label brain macrophages in 

Alzheimer’s disease in vivo. 

Subhypothesis4: DAA1106 will bind to regions of neuroinflammation with higher 

affinity compared to PK11195 

SPECIFIC AIM 4: We will compare the binding characteristics of the novel PBR ligand 

[3H]-DAA1106 with [3H](R)-PK11195 in (1); normal human and rat brain tissue, and 

(2); rat models of neuroinflammation. We will also use ex-vivo autoradiography to 

compare binding characteristics of [11C]-DAA1106 with [11C](R)-PK11195 in rat 

models of neuroinflammation in vivo.  

In this aim we will use two extensively characterized models of 

neuroinflammation, rat injected with lipopolysaccaride and 6-hydroxy dopamine to 

compare binding characteristics of DAA1106 with PK11195. 

 

In the first three aims, we will test if PK11195, a specific ligand that binds to the 

PBR, will label activated brain macrophages in post mortem tissue and animals models of 

HIV encephalitis and Alzheimer’s disease.  In the final aim, we will characterize a newer 

ligand, DAA1106, which binds to PBR with higher affinity compared to PK11195, in 

normal brain tissue as well as rat models of neuroinflammation. These studies will help 

determine if ligands to PBR will label brain macrophages in HIV encephalitis and 

Alzheimer’s disease. 
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3.0  RESULTS 

3.1 PET IMAGING OF BRAIN MACROPHAGES USING THE PERIPHERAL 

BENZODIAZEPINE RECEPTOR IN A MACAQUE MODEL OF NEUROAIDS. 

3.1.1 Abstract 

HIV infection in humans and simian immunodeficiency virus (SIV) infection in 

macaques results in an encephalitis in approximately one-quarter of infected individuals, 

and is characterized by infiltration of the brain with infected and activated macrophages. 

PK11195 is a ligand specific for the peripheral benzodiazepine receptor abundant on 

macrophages and expressed in low levels in the non-infected brain. We hypothesized that 

[11C](R)-PK11195 positron emission tomography (PET) could image brain macrophages 

and hence the development of encephalitis in vivo. [11C](R)-PK11195 binding was 

assessed in the brain using PET in eleven SIV infected macaques, six of which showed 

increased binding in vivo. Postmortem examination of the brain in these six macaques 

demonstrated encephalitis, while macaques that did not show an increase in [11C](R)-

PK11195 binding did not develop SIV encephalitis. Brain tissue from SIV encephalitic 

macaques also showed increased [3H](R)-PK11195 binding compared to binding in non-

encephalitic macaques. Increased PK11195 binding in vivo and in postmortem brain 

tissue correlated with abundance of macrophages but not astrocytes. Our results suggest 

that PET [11C](R)-PK11195-imaging can detect the presence of macrophages in SIV 

encephalitis in vivo and may be useful to predict the development of HIV encephalitis 

and in studies of the pathogenesis and treatment of HIV dementia. 
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3.1.2 Introduction 

Approximately one quarter of immunosuppressed AIDS patients develop a 

neurodegenerative disorder clinically characterized as HIV associated dementia complex 

(37, 57, 74, 158). Early neurological symptoms appear to be reversible; however, later a 

progressive neurological deficit becomes fixed (202). The simian model of lentiviral 

infection closely resembles the human disease with a variable percentage of infected 

macaques developing neurological disease (24). Histopathologic hallmarks of both HIV 

and SIV encephalitis (HIVE or SIVE) include abundant brain tissue infiltration by 

macrophages, multinucleated giant cells, microglial nodules and perivascular chronic 

inflammatory cells (39, 137). The pathogenesis of neurodegeneration is unknown. 

Current hypotheses implicate viral proteins and toxins derived from both HIV infected 

and activated macrophages that cause neuronal damage (128).   

Several imaging modalities have been used to assess central nervous system 

(CNS) changes associated with lentiviral infection (14, 194, 200). While X-ray computed 

tomography has been considered relatively insensitive, magnetic resonance imaging 

(MRI) has demonstrated a spectrum of lesions including white matter abnormalities and 

brain atrophy in demented HIV-infected subjects (15 , 159, 199, 205 , 227, 249). 

Functional imaging studies using PET with the fluorine-18 labeled glucose analog [18F]2-

fluoro-2-deoxyglucose, single-photon emission computed tomography, magnetic 

resonance spectroscopy, and functional MRI have offered tantalizing insights into 

lentiviral infection, but no definitive relationship between abnormalities and onset of 

neurological disease has been observed (49, 50, 78, 193, 210). If HIVE could be 

evaluated during life, it would be possible to identify developing neurological damage 

and monitor efficacy of therapy before development of fixed deficits. Since activated and 

infected macrophages are the sine qua non of HIVE and SIVE (39, 128), it may be 

possible to monitor the progression of HIVE if it were possible to monitor the presence of 

macrophages in vivo.  

Radiolabeled ligands have been recently synthesized that selectively bind to the 

peripheral benzodiazepine receptor (PBR), which is abundantly expressed on brain 

macrophages (17, 42). The isoquinoline carboxamide derivative PK11195 [1-(2-
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chlorophenyl)-N-methyl-N- (1-methylpropyl)-3-isoquinolinecarboxamide] is a specific 

ligand for PBR. Because PBR is expressed only at low levels in the normal brain, several 

in vitro and in vivo studies have examined whether PK11195 can be used to radiolabel 

activated macrophages in the diseased CNS. Autoradiographic studies have demonstrated 

increased binding of [3H](R)-PK11195 to macrophages in a wide variety of neurological 

diseases such as multiple sclerosis and experimental autoimmune encephalitis (20, 246), 

stroke (231) and brain trauma (204). Several studies have utilized PET with [11C](R)-

PK11195 to detect activated macrophages in the CNS of patients with multiple sclerosis 

(20, 69, 246), Rasmussen’s encephalitis (18), Herpes encephalitis (43), Alzheimer’s 

disease (41) and Multiple System Atrophy (95). In the current study we used both in vivo 

PET imaging and binding analysis of post mortem tissues to demonstrate increased 

specific binding of both [11C](R)-PK11195 and [3H](R)-PK11195 to macrophages in 

SIV encephalitic macaques. Increased PK11195 specific binding in SIVE suggests that 

PET utilizing [11C](R)-PK11195 may permit in vivo monitoring of the evolution and 

treatment of HIV dementia. 

3.1.3 Methods 

Animals 

All animals were housed and maintained according to strict standards of the 

Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care, and 

experiments were approved by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional 

Animal Care and Use Committee. Fourteen macaques: 4 pigtail macaques (Macaca 

nemestrina) and 10 rhesus macaques (Macaca mulatta) varying from ages 84 to 

168 months were challenged with SIVDeltaB670 (SIVDB670) with the length of 

infection varying from 56 to 1622 days (Table 1). 

We used six CD8 T-cell depleted macaques (to compress the disease time course) 

and eight non-depleted macaques in this study. Preliminary studies from our laboratory 

have shown that the CD8 T-cell depleted macaques develop encephalitis (unpublished 

data). CD8 T-cell depletion was performed using protocols analogous to those previously 
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described (220) using the CD8 T-cell specific antibody cM-T807 (gift from Dr. Keith 

Reinman). Eleven macaques were available for PET scanning after infection. 

Macaques were sacrificed at pre-specified time points or when moribund with 

AIDS (Table 1). Complete neuropathological microscopic analysis was performed in all 

macaques and no opportunistic infections were identified in the CNS. SIVE was 

diagnosed and classified as mild, moderate or severe on the basis of distribution of 

perivascular and parenchymal macrophage infiltrates, microglial nodules, multinucleated 

giant cells and abundant macrophages that immunostained for SIV envelope protein 

(assessed in multiple10X and 40X fields per brain region) in various brain regions (137) 

(Table 2). Brain tissue from two non-infected macaques served as additional controls.  
Table 1 Macaque experimental parameters. 

Macaque 

number 
Species 

CD8 T-cell 

depletion 
Virus 

Length of 

infection, 

days 

PET 

scan 

Filtration binding 

analysis in post 

mortem brain tissue 

Time of sacrifice 

1259 Pigtailed Yes SIVDB670 66 Yes Yes Moribund with AIDS 

2263 Rhesus Yes SIVDB670 80 Yes No Moribund with AIDS 

2265 Rhesus Yes SIVDB670 56 Yes Yes Moribund with AIDS 

2266 Rhesus Yes SIVDB670 56 Yes Yes Moribund with AIDS 

1220 Pigtailed No SIVDB670 171 Yes No Moribund with AIDS 

0222 Pigtailed No SIVDB670 121 Yes No Moribund with AIDS 

9240 Rhesus No SIVDB670 64 Yes No Timed sacrifice 

9244 Rhesus No SIVDB670 1622 Yes No Moribund with AIDS 

9243 Rhesus No SIVDB670 408 Yes No Moribund with AIDS 

2229 Rhesus No SIVDB670 722 No Yes Moribund with AIDS 

9231 Rhesus No SIVDB670 351 Yes No Timed sacrifice 

2233 Rhesus No SIVDB670 1062 No Yes Moribund with AIDS 

1260 Pigtailed Yes SIVDB670 70 Yes No Timed sacrifice 

2264 Rhesus Yes SIVDB670 69 No Yes Moribund with AIDS 

7405 Rhesus No NA NA No Yes Not infected  

7421 Rhesus No NA NA No Yes Not infected 
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Time of sacrifice indicates if macaques were sacrificed at predetermined time points or sacrificed when 

moribund with AIDS. SIVDB670 - SIVDeltaB670, NA - Not applicable. 

 

PET imaging 

High specific activity [11C](R)-PK11195 ([N-methyl-11C]-PK11195) was produced at 

the UPMC PET Facility using methods similar to those previously described by the 

Hammersmith PET Group (222), except that the methylation  

was performed at room temperature for 2 min to minimize the  

dechlorination side reaction (60). Chemical and radiochemical purities were ≥95% with 

specific activities ≥2.0 Ci/µmol at the end of a 40 min synthesis. Typical end of synthesis 

yields of high purity [11C](R)-PK11195 were in the range of 40-100 mCi.  

Chronically infected macaques were imaged using PET with [11C](R)-PK11195 

either pre-mortem (non CD8 T-cell depleted animals) or before SIV infection and at two 

months post infection (CD8 T-cell depleted animals). After a 10-min transmission scan 

using rotating 68Ga/68Ge rod sources, approximately 5 mCi (average dose 4.92±0.6 mCi, 

range 3.33 mCi – 5.92 mCi) of high specific activity [11C](R)-PK11195 in 5 ml of sterile 

isotonic saline was injected intravenous, into each macaque. PET data were acquired in 

3-D imaging mode using an ECAT HR+ PET scanner (CTI PET Systems, Inc., 

Knoxville, TN).  This instrument simultaneously acquired 63 image planes (15.2 cm field 

of view) with a reconstructed image resolution of 5.8 mm FWHM (ramp filter).  A 

dynamic series of PET scans was acquired over 90 min in 33 frames.  Emission data were 

corrected for attenuation, dead time, scatter, and radioactive decay. 

[11C](R)-PK11195 PET scans of each macaque were co-registered to the baseline 

PET scan using the Automated Image Registration algorithm (259). Regions of interest 

were defined on summed PET images (0-8 min post-injection) and applied to the 

dynamic PET images to generate time-activity curves for the midfrontal cortex, basal 

ganglia, cerebellum, occipital cortex and hippocampal (mesial temporal lobe) brain 

regions. In the non CD8 T-cell depleted animals, the regional brain radioactivity 

concentration summed over the scan frames at various time points was normalized to 

both the injected dose of [11C](R)-PK11195 and the body mass of the animal 

(%ID/Kg*g) to represent a semi-quantitative measure of [11C](R)-PK11195 binding. 
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In the CD8 T-cell depleted macaques, we used the reference-Logan graphical 

analysis method to determine the specific binding of [11C](R)-PK11195 (146). [11C](R)-

PK11195 PET scans obtained prior to SIV infection allowed each animal to serve as its 

own control because of the difficulty of identifying a consistent brain region devoid of 

disease pathology to serve as reference tissue. 

 

MRI  

Imaging was performed using a 3.0 Tesla whole body MRI scanner (General Electric 

Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI) operating under version VH3 of the scanning 

software. The scanner has peak gradient strength of 4 Gauss/cm and peak slew rate of 

15,000 Gauss/cm/sec. A custom-built, quadrature, birdcage extremity coil (15cm 

diameter, 32 legs) was used for scanning the animals, placed supine on the imaging table. 

Data acquisition was performed using an imaging protocol of standard imaging 

sequences used for the evaluation of anatomical detail, followed by the acquisition of a 

high-resolution gradient echo data set to be used for MRI PET co-registration and a 

dynamic, contrast-enhanced EPI acquisition.  

High Resolution Spoiled Gradient-Recalled (SPGR) Acquisition: Three-

dimensional gradient echo images were acquired prior to contrast injection to provide a 

high-resolution data set for MRI-PET co-registration. This SPGR data set was acquired 

using a TE, TR and flip angle combination (7 ms, 25 ms and 40o, respectively) chosen to 

maximize contrast between brain tissue and its surroundings (including meninges and 

CSF). Contrast-enhanced Gradient Echo EPI:  Multi-slice (21 axial slices, 3.0 mm thick, 

no gap, 80 images per slice) gradient recalled, single shot, EPI images (Flip = 60o) were 

acquired one minute before and one minute after bolus venous injection (3 ml saline 

solution with 0.1 mM/kg of contrast agent, duration = one second) of Gadodiamide 

(Omniscan, Nycomed, Princeton, NJ). These data were acquired after collection of all 

other MR data sets. Volume measurements were determined as described before using 

the MORPH software (123, 124). 
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Autoradiography 

Autoradiography was performed using 15 µm thick frozen sections obtained from the 

frontal cortex (204). Brain sections were placed on SuperfrostTm glass slides (Sigma, St 

Louis, MO) and incubated in ice-cold 50 mM TRIS-HCl (pH 7.4) containing 1 nM 

[3H](R)-PK11195 (sp. Act., 89.9 Ci/mmol; NEN Life Sciences Products, Boston, MA) 

for 30 min. Specificity of binding was ensured by the inclusion of 10 µM PK11195 

(Sigma, St Louis, MO) in parallel sections. The sections were mounted with a layer of 

autoradiographic LM-1 emulsion (Amersham, UK) using a wire loop, following which 

they were developed after 4 weeks and imaged on the confocal microscope.  

Filtration radioligand binding assays 

Brain tissue from various regions was dissected, weighed and homogenized in ice-cold 

50 mM Tris-HCl buffer (pH 7.4). Homogenates were washed four times by centrifugation 

at 40,000 g for 20 min at 40C. Total binding (per mg tissue) was determined by 

incubating tissue (total protein concentration ranging from 150 to 200 µg determined 

using the BCA protein assay kit; Pierce, Rockford, IL) with 1 nM [3H](R)-PK11195 

(except in saturation binding experiments where 0.5-80 nM [3H](R)-PK11195 was used) 

at 40C for 2 hr in a final volume of 250 µl of Tris-HCl. Nonspecific binding was 

determined by the inclusion of 10 µM PK11195. Specific binding (in fmoles per mg 

protein incubated in each test tube) was defined as the difference between total and 

nonspecific binding (204). The reaction was terminated by the addition of ice-cold buffer 

in a vacuum cell harvester (Brandel, Gaithersburg, MD). All samples were run in 

duplicate. 

Immunohistochemical labeling and confocal microscopic quantification 

Immunostaining and laser confocal microscopic quantification was performed as 

described before (32, 126). Sections were stained with antibodies to GFAP (mouse 

monoclonal, DAKO, Carpinteria, CA), or CD68 (mouse monoclonal, DAKO), or SIV 

gp110 (a gift from Dr. Kelly Stephano-Cole and Dr. Ronald Montelaro) or MAP2 (SMI 

52; Sternberger Monoclonals Inc., Lutherville, MD) used at concentrations 1:500, 1:100, 

1:100 and 1:1000 respectively. Sections were then incubated with Cy5-conjugated goat 
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anti-mouse or Cy3-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG at a concentration of 1:200 (Jackson 

Immunoresearch Laboratories Inc., West Grove, PA). Different anatomic regions were 

identified using a dissection microscope and marked on the slides. Immunostained 

sections were scanned and quantified on a laser confocal microscope (LSM 150, Zeiss, 

Heidelberg, Germany). This scope is equipped with an argon laser with 458 nm, 477 nm, 

488 nm and 514 nm primary emission lines. Each section was scanned along the z-axis to 

define the middle optical plane used in quantification (262,144 pixels/plane; 1 pixel= 

0.25 µm2). Image analysis was performed on a Silicon Graphics computer (Windows NT 

4.0 operating system, Microsoft, Redmond, Washington) using the LSM software 

(version 3.0, Zeiss). Scanning parameters such as laser power aperture, gain, and 

photomultiplier tube settings were kept constant for each wavelength.  

In each anatomic region, an individual blinded to the experimental design imaged 

10 areas (40X) encompassing 106,100 µm2. For each cell phenotype scanned, 

contribution to signal intensity from autofluorescence was minimized using a threshold 

that was kept constant. In each area the average pixel fluorescence along with the pixel 

counts for a given cell phenotype marker that exceeded the threshold were enumerated. 

The average pixel fluorescence was multiplied by the total number of pixels to measure 

the total florescence for that cell phenotype marker in that area. The total fluorescence 

values determined from the 10 scanned areas in one brain region were averaged to 

represent a measure of the cell phenotype in that brain region.  

To evaluate cellular localization of [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in SIVE brain 

tissue we combined immunostaining with autoradiography. Sections were first 

immunostained, subjected to autoradiography (see above) and then imaged on the 

confocal microscope. 

Statistical analysis  

Data were analyzed using PRISM software (Graphpad, San Diego, CA). Student’s t tests 

or one-way ANOVA tests with post-test Bonferroni correction and 95% confidence 

intervals were used to analyze data. Correlations using 95% confidence intervals were 

performed to quantify the relationship between PK11195 binding and macrophages or 
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astrocytes. Results from correlational analyses are represented by r, the Spearman’s 

coefficient. 

3.1.4 Results 

[11C](R)-PK11195 PET binding is higher in macaques that develop SIV 

encephalitis 

To test if PET imaging of macaques using [11C](R)-PK11195 correlates with the 

development of SIVE, we compared PET findings in SIVDB670 infected macaques 

immediately prior to sacrifice with neuropathological features. Our macaque cohort 

consisted of fourteen animals (six animals were CD8 T-cell depleted to compress the 

disease time course and eight were non CD8 T-cell depleted) (Table 1). Eleven of these 

macaques were imaged using 3D PET (Tables 1 and 2). Six of the eleven SIV infected 

macaques (four CD8 T-cell depleted and two non CD8 T-cell depleted macaques) 

demonstrated increased uptake and retention of [11C](R)-PK11195 with PET compared 

to the other macaques (p<0.03, Table 2 and Figure 5).  

Brain histopathology was assessed in all macaques after PET imaging. SIVE was 

defined by the presence of parenchymal and perivascular macrophages, multinucleated 

giant cells, microglial nodules and abundant macrophages that stained for the SIV 

envelope protein. The six macaques that demonstrated increased [11C](R)-PK11195 PET 

binding showed various degrees of SIVE (Table 2). Macaque 9231 showed some 

macrophage infiltration in the basal ganglia without other classical histopathological 

features of SIVE, which corresponded to a 29%, increase in [11C](R)-PK11195 specific 

binding in vivo in the basal ganglia (Table 2) and might represent a pre-encephalitic 

stage of disease. The remaining macaques either showed subtle inflammatory changes in 

the form of perivascular mononuclear cell infiltrates, or failed to show any significant 

abnormalities and were therefore considered non-encephalitic controls. These macaques 

showed marginal or no PET [11C](R)-PK11195 uptake and binding (Table 2). Increased 

[11C](R)-PK11195 specific binding in vivo correlated with the post mortem diagnosis of 

SIVE. 
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Figure 5 [11C](R)-PK11195 specific binding is higher in macaques that develop SIVE in vivo 

compared to SIV infected macaques that do not develop encephalitis. 

(A) Time Activity curve of [11C](R)-PK11195 specific binding in the mesial temporal lobe of non CD8 T-

cell depleted macaques imaged before necropsy. [11C](R)-PK11195 specific binding is represented as 

radioactivity concentrations summed over the scan frames and normalized to both the injected dose of 

[11C](R)-PK11195 and the body mass of the animal (%ID/g*kg, y-axis) and is plotted against time in 

minutes (x-axis). Macaques were then classified into SIV encephalitic (SIVE, n=2, black squares) and 

control SIV infected, non-encephalitic groups (SIV, n=4, clear triangles) based on histopathology 

(Table 2). [11C](R)-PK11195 specific binding determined prior to neuropathological evaluation was 

compared in these two macaque groups. SIVE macaques show increased [11C](R)-PK11195 retention 

and specific binding over time in the late scan frames (40-90 min) compared to SIV infected, non-

encephalitic macaques. Data was analyzed using students t test with 95% confidence intervals **, p< 

0.004, *, p< 0.03. 

(B) Representative horizontal-section parametric images of [11C](R)-PK11195 specific binding in SIV 

encephalitic (SIVE) and SIV infected, non-encephalitic (SIV) macaques. SIVE macaque brains show 

increased [11C](R)-PK11195 specific binding compared to SIV infected, non-encephalitic macaques. 
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Table 2 Increased [11C](R)-PK11195 binding in vivo corresponds to the presence of SIVE 

and increased [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in post mortem brain tissue. 

Macaque 

number 

PET binding value (% increase 

over control) 
Histopathology 

Post mortem tissue binding (% 

increase over control) 

1259 313  Severe SIVE 104 

2263δ
213  Mild SIVEδ

NA 

2265 122  Moderate SIVE 71 

2266 174 Severe SIVE 37 

1220 55 Severe SIVE NA 

0222 39 Moderate SIVE NA 

9240 11 No encephalitis NA 

9244 0 No encephalitis NA 

9243 0 No encephalitis NA 

2229 NA No encephalitis 0 

9231* 29* No encephalitis* NA 

2233 NA 
No 

encephalitis 
9 

1260 0 
No 

encephalitis 
NA 

2264 NA 
No 

encephalitis 
1 
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Representative data obtained from the basal ganglia of fourteen SIV infected macaques (similar results 

were observed in other areas). Eleven SIV infected macaques were imaged with 3D PET using [11C](R)-

PK11195 prior to sacrifice, following which they were grouped into mild, moderate or severe SIV 

encephalitic (SIVE) or SIV infected, non-encephalitic (SIV) categories based on the histopathology 

(frequency of distribution of multinucleated giant cells, microglial nodules, abundant activated and SIV 

infected macrophages, perivascular chronic inflammation per 10X and 40X field in different brain regions). 

An increase in [11C](R)-PK11195 specific binding (represented as % increase in specific binding over 

controls) corresponded with the post mortem diagnosis of SIV encephalitis. Macaques that did not exhibit 

increased [11C](R)-PK11195 binding did not exhibit SIVE. ™Macaque 2263 showed a densely focal but 

low frequency of distribution of microglial nodules and macrophages and was classified as mild SIVE. 

*Macaque 9231 had macrophage (staining negative for SIV antigen) infiltration in the basal ganglia 

(without other histopathological features of SIVE, that might represent a pre-encephalitic state) may have 

resulted in the 29% increase in [11C](R)-PK11195 binding. NA- Not assessed. 

 

MRI imaging of the macaques 

Four macaques underwent head MRI with and without contrast administration. Each 

animal was scanned pre-infection and then at one month post-infection and the day 

before sacrifice. MRI findings were compared to histopathological findings at post 

mortem examination as described before. 

In these macaques, no structural abnormalities were observed in any of the scans 

at baseline pre-infection (Figures 6A and 6C). No qualitatively appreciable contrast 

enhancement was observed at any time in any animal. At autopsy the macaque without 

significant neuropathology and the macaque with mild SIVE (Figures 6A and 6B) 

showed no appreciable structural differences between pre- and post-infection scans with 

any of the MRI sequences. The macaques with moderate and severe SIVE showed no 

appreciable structural abnormalities at one month post-infection. Scans immediately prior 

to sacrifice, however, showed mild atrophy with ventricular dilatation (average increase 

in ventricular volume of 47% relative to pre-infection scans, data not shown) best 

appreciated with T-2 sequences (Figures 6C and 6D). 
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Figure 6 Comparison of pre and post infection MRI scans in SIVE macaques. 

 
Head MRI scans from 2 macaques pre-infection (left, A and C) and immediately before autopsy (right, B 

and D).  

(A,B) Images from a macaque that demonstrated mild SIVE at autopsy. No significant changes were 

observed between pre-infection and post infection images.  

(C,D) Images from a macaque that demonstrated severe SIVE at autopsy. Mild increase in CSF space and 

parenchymal atrophy were observed in the macaque. No contrast enhancement was observed in any 

brain at any time. 
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[3H](R)-PK11195 binding is higher in SIV encephalitic brain tissue 

To confirm increased PK11195 binding in SIVE macaques we used filtration binding and 

autoradiographic analyses to compare [3H](R)-PK11195 specific binding in SIVE brain 

tissue with controls. [3H](R)-PK11195 specific binding (per mg protein) was defined as 

the difference between total binding (determined by incubation of brain tissue with 1nM 

[3H](R)-PK11195) and nonspecific binding (determined by including 10µM PK11195). 

Specific binding was significantly higher in the frontal white and gray matter, basal 

ganglia and hippocampal areas of encephalitic macaques (p<0.004) compared to binding 

in these regions in SIV infected, non-encephalitic and non-infected macaque brain tissue 

(Figure. 7A and Table 2). The cerebellum and occipital cortex of encephalitic macaques 

did not show a significant difference in specific binding over these regions in control 

macaques (Figure. 7A). For autoradiography, frozen brain sections obtained from the 

frontal cortex were incubated with 1 nM [3H](R)-PK11195 with non-specific binding 

determined by the inclusion of 10 µM PK11195. SIVE brain tissue showed higher 

[3H](R)-PK11195 binding compared to the non-encephalitic control brain tissue (Figure 

8A-B).  [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in encephalitic tissue appeared more intense and 

corresponded to the distribution of microglial nodules (Figure 8A) in contrast to the 

diffuse, less intense binding seen in SIV infected, non-encephalitic tissue in all observed 

fields (Figure 8B). Increased [3H](R)-PK11195 specific binding in postmortem brain 

tissue also corresponded to an increase in [11C](R)-PK11195 binding in encephalitic 

macaques in vivo (Table 2).  

Increased PK11195 binding in SIVE macaques may be due to increases in PBR 

expression (Bmax/ binding sites) or due to alterations in receptor-PK11195 affinity (Kd). 

We used [3H](R)-PK11195 saturation binding experiments (range 0.5 nM to 80 nM) to 

compare the total number of binding sites (Bmax) and ligand affinity (Kd) in SIVE with 

SIV infected, non-encephalitic and non-infected controls. SIVE macaques showed a 

significant increase in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding sites (Bmax, Figure 7B) (p=0.009) with 

no significant difference in ligand affinity (Kd, Figure 7C) (p=0.488).  
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Figure 7 [3H](R)-PK11195 specific binding is higher in SIVE brain tissue compared to 

controls. 

A. [3H](R)-PK11195 specific binding (fmoles/mg protein, Y-axis) is higher in the frontal cortical white 

matter (FWM), frontal cortical gray matter (FGM), basal ganglia (BG) and hippocampus (HIP) in 

SIVE macaques (n=3, black bars) compared to non-infected controls (Con, n=2, clear bars) and SIV 

infected, non-encephalitic (SIV, n=3, hatched bars) macaques. No significant difference was seen in 

the cerebellum (CB) and the occipital cortex (OC). Data analyzed using one-sided ANOVA, **, p< 

0.0002, *, p< 0.004. 

B. [3H](R)-PK11195 (0.5nM to 80nM) saturation binding experiments indicate that increase in specific 

binding is due to an increase in total number of [3H](R)-PK11195 binding sites (Bmax, fmoles/mg 

protein, Y-axis) in SIVE (n=3, black bars) as compared to non-infected controls (Con, n=2, clear bars) 

and SIV infected, non-encephalitic (SIV, n=3, hatched bars) frontal cortical brain tissue. Data 

analyzed using one-sided ANOVA, **, p=0.009. 

C. Saturation binding experiments indicate no significant increase in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding affinity 

(Kd, nM, Y-axis) in SIVE (n=3, black bars) as compared to non-infected controls (Con, n=2, clear 

bars) and SIV infected, non-encephalitic (SIV, n=3, hatched bars) frontal cortical brain tissue. Data 

analyzed using one-sided ANOVA, p=0.488. 
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[3H](R)-PK11195 binding in SIV encephalitic brain tissue localizes to macrophages 

PBR is expressed mainly on astrocytes and brain macrophages (20, 45) and at lower 

levels in neurons (121).  We wanted to determine the relative contributions of these cell 

types to [3H](R)-PK11195 binding. We addressed this question in two ways. First, we 

combined immunostaining for astrocytes (GFAP) and activated macrophages (As a 

macrophage lysosomal marker, CD68 is increased on activation, and is useful to label 

activated macrophages/microglia) with [3H](R)-PK11195 autoradiography on frozen 

brain sections obtained from the frontal cortex of SIVE macaques. [3H](R)-PK11195 

binding in SIVE overlapped with regions rich in activated macrophages and microglial 

nodules (aggregates of macrophages) (Figure. 8C). [3H](R)-PK11195 binding did not 

overlap with GFAP labeled astrocytes in encephalitic brain tissue (Figure. 8D). 

Second, we tested whether [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in homogenized brain 

tissue correlated with the abundance of astrocytes or activated macrophages or neurons. 

Astrocytes, activated macrophages and neuronal elements were immunostained for 

GFAP, CD68 and MAP2 respectively, and quantified in SIVE and SIV infected, non-

encephalitic brain tissue using laser confocal microscopy by an individual blinded to the 

experimental design. Each cell type marker was then correlated with [3H](R)-PK11195 

filtration binding values obtained from the corresponding brain regions in the same 

macaques. Results of correlations are represented by Spearmen’s correlation coefficient r 

(Table 3). [3H](R)-PK11195 binding correlated with the abundance of CD68 stained 

activated macrophages (r = 0.5285, p= 0.0066) but not with the abundance of GFAP 

stained astrocytes (r = 0.1991, p = 0.2915) or with the abundance of MAP2 stained 

neuronal elements (r = 0.0709, p = 0.6767) (Table 3). 
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Figure 8 [3H](R)-PK11195 specific binding in SIVE corresponds to activated macrophages 

but not astrocytes. 

(A,B) [3H](R)-PK11195 autoradiograms (black grains) with light hematoxylin counter stain of sections 

from frontal cortex show higher specific binding in SIVE (8A) compared to SIV infected, non-

encephalitic macaques (8B). Arrow in A shows a region of numerous grains overlying a microglial 

nodule.  

(C,D) Combined [3H](R)-PK11195 autoradiography (green grains) and immunostaining for activated 

macrophages (C, CD68, Red) or astrocytes (D, GFAP, Red) in SIVE frontal cortex. [3H](R)-

PK11195 specific binding overlaps with CD68 (C) and not with GFAP (D) immunostaining.  

Arrowheads in (C) surround a microglial nodule, dotted line in (D) showing the lumen of a blood 

vessel and arrow in (D) showing astrocytic end processes (red). Vessels in SIVE are frequently 

surrounded by mononuclear infiltrates interdigitated between astrocytic processes in regions with 

abundant [3H](R)-PK11195 grains in green. Scale bar in microns. 
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[11C](R)-PK11195 binding in SIV encephalitis in vivo correlates with the presence 

of activated macrophages 

We correlated [11C](R)-PK11195 specific binding in vivo with the presence of 

astrocytes, activated macrophages or neuronal elements in selected brain regions of SIVE 

and SIV infected, non-encephalitic macaques. Astrocytes, activated macrophages and 

neurons were immunostained and quantified using laser confocal microscopy as above 

and compared to in vivo estimates of [11C](R)-PK11195 specific binding in the 

corresponding brain regions in the same macaques. [11C](R)-PK11195 binding 

correlated with the abundance of CD68 stained activated macrophages (r = 0.6424, p= 

0.0013) but did not correlate with the presence of astrocytes (r = -0.1692, p=0.5630) or 

neurons (r = 0.0574, p = 0.563)  (Table 3).   

 

Table 3 [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in post mortem tissue and [11C](R)-PK11195 binding in 

vivo correlate with immunostaining for activated macrophages but not astrocytes. 

 

Spearman’s coefficient (r) with 

[3H](R)-PK11195 binding in post mortem tissue.

Spearman’s coefficient (r) with 

[11C](R)-PK11195 binding in vivo. 

Activated 

macrophages (CD68) 

Astrocytes 

(GFAP) 

Activated 

macrophages (CD68) 

Astrocytes 

(GFAP) 

0.5285** 0.1991 0.6424 ** -0.1692 

 

Activated macrophages and astrocytes were quantified by immunostaining for CD68 (lysosomal 

marker for activated macrophages) and GFAP (astrocytic marker) in the frontal cortex, basal ganglia, 

hippocampus, cerebellum and occipital cortex of SIVE (n=3) and SIV infected, non-encephalitic (n=3) 

macaques, using confocal laser microscopy. Each cell phenotype marker was then correlated with [3H](R)-

PK11195 binding in post mortem tissue or [11C](R)-PK11195 PET binding in vivo in the corresponding 

brain regions in the same macaques. PK11195 binding in post mortem tissue and in vivo correlated with 

activated macrophages but not astrocytes, **p<0.006. 
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3.1.5 Discussion 

We examined binding of the PBR ligand PK11195 in a macaque model of HIV 

encephalitis. In vivo ligand binding was assessed using [11C]-labeled (R)-PK11195 with 

PET in SIV infected macaques. Out of eleven-imaged SIV infected macaques, six 

showed higher levels of [11C](R)-PK11195 binding (Figure 5 and Table 2). Increased 

binding corresponded to the presence of SIV encephalitis on post mortem examination 

(Table 2). Macaques that did not show an increase in [11C](R)-PK11195 binding did not 

exhibit SIVE (Table 2). In four macaques comparison of MRI before infection and two 

months after infection showed mild brain atrophy and increase in ventricular size only in 

the moderate to severe SIVE cases (Figure 6 and data not shown).  Brain post mortem 

[3H](R)-PK11195 binding was significantly higher in SIVE macaques from controls due 

to an increase in the number of binding sites (Bmax) with no significant changes in 

binding affinity (Kd) (Figure 7) and correlated with in vivo binding measured with PET 

just before sacrifice (Table 2 and data not shown). Brain regions with elevated PK11195 

binding on PET and filtration assays correlated with abundant activated macrophages but 

not with activated astrocytes or neurons quantified by laser confocal microscopy (Table 

3). Finally, combined autoradiography and immunostaining identified macrophages, but 

not astrocytes as the cells with highest [3H](R)-PK11195 binding (Figure 8). 

Our study involves the use of two different species of macaques utilizing two 

different protocols (with and without CD8 T-cell depletion) to induce disease. While this 

is a limitation based on macaque availability and continual evolution of the primate 

model, baseline pre-infection PET studies in animals of the two different species did not 

indicate significant differences (Average PET [11C](R)-PK11195 binding in the basal 

ganglia of Rhesus macaques: 0.06±0.01 %ID/Kg*g versus Pigtail macaques: 0.08±0.02 

%ID/Kg*g, p=0.217. Similarly, other brain regions including the frontal cortex, 

cerebellum, occipital cortex and hippocampus showed no significant differences between 

the two species). Thus data from all control animals were grouped together. However, we 

cannot rule out the possibility of differences resulting from species in the extent of CNS 
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disease. Further, it has been suggested the CD8 T-cell depletion results in an increase in 

the severity of CNS disease by Williams and Hickey (256) and this was the impetus to 

our using this model. Preliminary histopathological comparisons of our two groups of 

animals did not indicate any major differences (Table 2). However, we are unable to 

draw any conclusions regarding this issue due to the small number of CD8 T-cell 

depleted macaques used in this study. 

In the frontal cortex, mesial temporal lobe and the basal ganglia of SIVE 

macaques [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in post mortem tissue correlated with PET 

[11C](R)-PK11195 binding in vivo (Table 2 and data not shown). In the cerebellum and 

occipital cortex PET [11C](R)-PK11195 binding showed significant increases which we 

did not see in post mortem tissue (Figures 5, 7 and data not shown). Further, while 

macaque 2263 showed 213 percent increase in PET binding from control in the basal 

ganglia, it demonstrated mild but densely focal encephalitis on postmortem examination 

in this region. These discrepancies may be due to differences in resolution and sampling 

size between PET, post mortem tissue-filtration binding analyses, and histopathological 

assessment. Neuropathological studies are performed on a section of a given brain region 

and post mortem binding analysis is restricted to a small mass of brain tissue (~100 mg) 

in contrast to larger regions of the brain involved in PET analyses with more limited 

spatial resolution. However, in both post mortem tissue and in vivo PET, PK11195 

binding closely correlated with the histopathological abundance of macrophages (Table 3 

and Figure 8).  

Comparing pre-infection MRI scans with scans at autopsy in four infected 

macaques showed mild atrophy with ventricular dilatation only in macaques with 

moderate and severe SIVE. The macaque with mild SIVE did not show any structural 

changes on comparing pre- and post- infection scans but showed regional increases in 

vivo PK11195 binding corresponding with macrophage infiltration. This suggests that 

PET [11C](R)-PK11195 imaging may be more sensitive than structural MRI in assessing 

neurologic disease in SIVE, although all of the eleven PET scanned macaques were not 

imaged using MRI.  

 The distribution of lesions in SIVE is multifocal without a prominent or 

consistent neuroanatomical distribution (32). This diffuse and multifocal distribution 
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hinders identification of a consistent reference region for application of PET reference-

tissue based analyses. To overcome this issue, the segmentation of dynamic PET images 

into clusters of image voxels with similar concentration time-activity curves has been 

proposed as a viable means to extract a reference ligand kinetic without a priori 

knowledge of the brain distribution of PBR sites (109). This reference kinetic, though not 

necessarily derived from a uniform brain region, has been demonstrated to be capable of 

providing a reasonable estimate of free and non-specific binding and has been 

successfully employed in the study of multiple sclerosis patients with [11C](R)-PK11195 

(20).  

Although all macaques with increased [11C](R)-PK11195 binding showed 

encephalitis, the percent increase in [11C](R)-PK11195 binding from controls was higher 

in CD8 T-cell depleted SIVE macaques (174% - 313%) vis-à-vis the non-CD8 T-cell 

depleted macaques (39-55%) (Table 2). These two groups of encephalitic macaques did 

not show significant neuropathological differences (Table 2). We attribute this 

discrepancy to the incommensurability of the two parameters used to estimate specific 

binding. In the non-CD8 T-cell depleted animals, a semi-quantitative measure of 

[11C](R)-PK11195 binding was defined to be the regional brain radioactivity 

concentration summed over the late scan frames (Figure 5: 40-90 minutes post-injection) 

and normalized to both the injected dose of [11C](R)-PK11195 and the body mass of the 

animal (%ID/Kg*g). In contrast [11C](R)-PK11195 specific binding in the CD8 T-cell 

depleted animals was determined using each macaque’s regional baseline (pre-infection) 

[11C](R)-PK11195 time-activity curve as the reference kinetic for regional post-infection 

assessments based on the reference-Logan graphical analysis method (20, 108, 138). 

Because the reference tissue kinetic provides an estimate of both free and nonspecifically 

bound radiotracer, the binding potential parameter derived by this method of analysis 

from the CD8 T-cell depleted macaques represents a more accurate measure of specific 

binding. This is in contrast to the more qualitative estimates of specific binding (regional 

brain radioactivity concentrations without subtraction of the free and non specific 

binding) obtained over the summed late PET scan frames from the first group of non-

CD8 T-cell depleted macaques.  
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We also found that in the CD8 T-cell depleted group, normalized regional brain 

radioactivity concentrations (%ID/kg*g) were considerably more variable than in non-

CD8 depleted animal (data not shown). Such a discrepancy could be explained by 

differences in systemic infection with variation in non-CNS macrophage proliferation and 

subsequent specific binding of [11C](R)-PK11195 outside the CNS. Such sites of 

systemic binding of [11C](R)-PK11195 could be expected to decrease the partitioning of 

the ligand in the brain with a varying proportion of the injected dose being taken up into 

these non CNS sites of systemic infection.  

A recent report by Lockhart et. al.(145) has shown that the concentration of PBR 

sites in the whole blood of healthy human volunteers to be on the order of 10nM, with 

approximately 85% of the ligand bound in plasma and 15% bound to blood cells. These 

investigators demonstrated that [11C](R)-PK11195 binds with high affinity to α1-acid 

glycoprotein (AGP), which is present in varying degrees in serum. It is possible that 

binding of [11C](R)-PK11195 to AGP is higher with CD8 T-cell depletion in SIV 

infection, contributing to the unstable kinetic behavior of [11C](R)-PK11195 in plasma. 

Future studies defining an arterial input function for the injected PK11195 might clarify 

these modeling problems.  

 Our results in SIVE are in accordance with previous reports where PK11195 

binding (as determined using post mortem tissue and PET) has been used as a marker for 

brain macrophages and a surrogate marker for neuronal damage (42, 151). To determine 

if PK11195 binding correlated better with SIV infected macrophages, we correlated 

PK11195 binding with SIV antigen gp110 quantified using immunostaining in selected 

brain regions of SIV infected macaques. The abundance of the viral antigen varied in 

different regions of the brain, consistent with the multifocal nature of the disease (32, 97). 

Regions with high viral antigen showed high PK11195 binding, but, high PK11195 

binding was also seen in regions that did not show high viral antigen (data not shown), 

thus correlating better with activated macrophages. This is presumably due to the more 

general distribution of activated macrophages in SIV encephalitis than viral infection, 

which is more multifocal (32, 97). Our findings support the hypothesis that PK11195 

binding may be a surrogate marker of activated macrophages and active loci of 

neurodegenerative disease in lentivirus encephalitis. 
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Our results in SIV infected macaques show that PET assessment of [11C](R)-

PK11195 binding can distinguish macaques with and without SIV encephalitis (defined 

at post mortem analysis) in vivo. We are currently conducting serial PET experiments in 

SIV infected macaques to determine the earliest time period where this distinction can be 

made. Importantly, our macaque data can be extended to PET studies in HIV-infected 

humans. One in four late-stage AIDS patients is afflicted by HIV encephalitis in the 

absence of opportunistic infections (37). Its clinical diagnosis requires the presence of 

irreversible clinical symptoms and signs. Traditional imaging studies such as CT and 

MRI have not been of much assistance in the diagnosis of AIDS dementia and dementia 

in general (66). Current methodologies, such as structural MRI assessment of brain 

volume are insensitive late measures of neurological damage and the diagnosis by 

neurocognitive tests is possible only after irreversible neuronal damage has occurred. 

Effective therapy requires early intervention at the onset of neuronal injury prior to the 

appearance of irreversible signs and symptoms. PET imaging of macrophages in HIV 

encephalitis before the onset of signs and symptoms may enable early diagnosis and 

therapeutic interventions. 

To design therapies for neurodegenerative disorders, it is critical to be able to 

monitor their success in arresting the progression of neurological disease. Monitoring 

therapeutic efficacy of any such treatments is also complicated by the fact that one can 

only assess absence of disease progression and not recovery of function. Any attempt to 

develop therapy for AIDS dementia will require some means of monitoring the primary 

pathogenic process, activated macrophages. Issues of CNS drug penetrance and the 

absence of good markers of treatment effectiveness complicate monitoring the course of 

HIV encephalitis. Imaging macrophages may provide a better index of disease 

progression during treatment with antiretroviral and other potentially neuroprotective 

drugs. [11C] (R)-PK11195 PET imaging of macrophages may be able to help in the early 

prediction of HIV encephalitis, monitor the severity and progression of the disease, and 

help evaluate the effectiveness of CNS therapies. 
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3.2 THE PERIPHERAL BENZODIAZEPINE RECEPTOR IS SPECIFICALLY 

INCREASED IN MACROPHAGES IN A PI3-KINASE DEPENDENT FASHION 

IN HIV ENCEPHALITIS 

 

3.2.1 Abstract 

HIV encephalitis is a neurodegenerative disease seen in approximately one in four 

terminally infected patients. Macaques infected with the simian immunodeficiency virus 

develop encephalitis (SIVE) very similar to the human disease. Neurodegeneration in 

both these conditions is hypothesized to occur mainly from the effects of toxins derived 

from HIV infected and activated brain macrophages. Our goal is to label brain 

macrophages in vivo by taking advantage of potential increases in the peripheral 

benzodiazepine receptor in these cells. Using the peripheral benzodiazepine receptor 

specific ligand PK11195, we have previously shown increases in the peripheral 

benzodiazepine receptor in the SIVE model. In this report, we show that human brain 

tissue derived from HIV encephalitis shows similar increases in binding compared to 

controls with the peripheral benzodiazepine receptor ligands [3H](R)-PK11195 and 

[3H](R)-DAA1106. We further dissect out the cell specific contributions to increased 

PK11195 binding by reporting that primary human macrophage cultures show an 

increases in [3H](R)-PK11195 and [3H](R)-DAA1106 binding on activation with 

lipopolysaccaride or interferon-γ. Macrophages infected with HIV-1 ADAM show an 

increase in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding, which peaks at 14 days post infection. Astrocyte 

cultures treated with LPS or activated with dibutyryl Cyclic AMP or treated with 

supernatants derived from HIV-infected macrophages do not show a significant change in 

ligand binding. Finally, increases in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding on activation with LPS in 
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macrophage cultures is reversed on blocking the PI3K/Akt pathway, but is not affected 

by blocking the MEK-1/2 MAP-kinase pathway. Our results suggest that activated and 

HIV-infected macrophages in HIVE show increased [3H](R)-PK11195 binding due to 

specific increases in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in a PI3K/Akt dependent fashion. 

3.2.2 Introduction 

About 25% of immunosuppressed patients infected with HIV develop a 

neurodegenerative syndrome clinically diagnosed as HIV-associated dementia (3, 38, 57, 

74, 158). This syndrome is characterized by cognitive impairments, motor abnormalities 

and behavioral symptoms (98, 198, 201). HIV encephalitis is considered to be the 

pathological substrate of HIV associated dementia (252). HIVE is characterized by the 

presence of microglial nodules, multinucleated giants cells formed by fusion of HIV 

infected macrophages, and abundant HIV-infected and activated macrophages (39). 

Macrophage elements (including brain microglia and infiltrating macrophages, hence 

forth referred to as macrophages) constitute the cell type productively infected with HIV 

in the brain (255). Macrophages are hypothesized to be central to neurodegeneration as 

the sources of virus and toxic substances that initiate synaptic damage and neuronal death 

(128).  

The macaque model for HIVE closely resembles the human disease. Like 

humans, only a percentage (dependent on the species) of macaques infected with Simian 

Immunodeficiency Virus (SIV) will develop encephalitis that is very similar to HIVE 

(24, 137). We have previously shown that brain tissue derived from SIVE macaques 

shows higher peripheral benzodiazepine receptor (PBR) expression, as measured by 

binding with a PBR specific ligand PK11195. Increased PK11195 binding has been 

reported in several studies including multiple sclerosis and experimental autoimmune 

encephalitis (20, 69, 246), stroke (231), brain trauma (204), Rasmussen’s encephalitis 

(18), Herpes encephalitis (41), Alzheimer’s disease (41) and Multiple System Atrophy 

(95). In the normal brain, PBR is expressed on astrocytes and brain macrophages in low 

levels, and is hypothesized to specifically increase in brain macrophages in response to 

pathology (17). In this study we examine the relative contributions of astrocytes and 
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macrophages to increases in PBR in the context of HIV encephalitis. We utilize PK11195 

and DAA1106, a newer ligand that binds to PBR with high affinity (47), to show 

increased ligand binding in HIVE. Using primary human macrophage and astrocytes 

cultures, we show increased [3H](R)-PK11195 and [3H]-DAA1106 in activated 

macrophage cultures and HIV-infected macrophage cultures, but not in activated 

astrocytes cultures or astrocytes cultures exposed to HIV. Finally, we show that increased 

[3H](R)-PK11195 binding in macrophages is dependent on activation of the PI3K/Akt 

pathway. Our results suggest that PBR expression is increased specifically in activated 

and HIV infected macrophages in a PI3K/Akt dependent fashion in HIVE. 

3.2.3 Methods 

Human postmortem tissue 

Postmortem brain tissue was obtained from HIV-infected patient and age matched 

controls from the University of Pittsburgh brain bank. HIVE was defined on 

neuropathologic analysis by the presence of microglial nodules; multinucleated giant cell 

and HIV infected macrophages defined by the staining for the viral protein gp41. Five 

cases were defined as HIVE and six cases as HIV infected without encephalitis using 

these criteria. Brain tissue from three non-infected, age-matched controls were included 

as additional controls. Brain tissue from the fontal cortex was dissected out from each of 

these cases and used in filtration binding experiments.  

Macaque model of HIVE 

Archival tissue was obtained from Rhesus macaques that were infected with 

SIVDeltaB670 that developed encephalitis. Tissue obtained from animals that did not 

develop encephalitis served as controls. Histopathologic criteria used for HIV infected 

human tissue were also applied to macaque tissue. Archival frozen brain tissue from the 

frontal cortex of three SIVE, three SIV infected non encephalitic and two non-infected 

macaques were dissected out and used for saturation binding experiments and 

autoradiography. 
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Tissue culture experiments 

Human peripheral blood mononuclear cells (PBMC) were isolated freshly from HIV and 

Hepatitis B seronegative buffy coats obtained from the blood bank (Central Blood Bank, 

Pittsburgh, PA), using histopaque (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). PBMC were counted and 

plated in T-150 flasks (Corning, NY) at a density of 75 x 106 per ml. PBMC were grown 

for 5 days in complete medium consisting of AIM-V medium (Gibco BRL, Grand Island, 

NY), 10% heat inactivated-fetal calf serum (Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY) and 1% 

penicillin-streptomycin (Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY). Non-adherent cells were 

washed thoroughly after 5 days and adherent macrophages were cultured for an 

additional two days in complete medium. Macrophage cultures were activated with either 

1µg/ml LPS (Sigma, St. Louis, MO) or 300 units of interferon-γ (Sigma, St. Louis, MO)  

for 48hrs (29). Primary macrophage cultures were infected with HIV-1 ADAM for 24 hrs 

following which cells were washed thoroughly. Infected macrophage cultures were 

harvested at 7, 14 and 21 days post infection. HIV-1 p24 levels using ELISA (Beckman 

Coulter Inc., Fullerton, CA) were assessed to confirm productive HIV-infection in 

macrophage and astrocyte (described below) cultures.  

Primary human embryonic brain cultures. 

Brain tissue was gathered according to the standards of the University of Pittsburgh 

ethics and biosafety guidelines. Human fetal brain tissue was washed thrice and minced 

in ice cold DMEM F12 medium (Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY), incubated in 0.05% 

trypsin-EDTA (Gibco BRL, Grand Island, NY) for 30 minutes and then triturated with 

graded pasture pipettes to get tissues into single cell suspension. The cell suspension was 

then filtered serially through 100 µm, 70 µm and 40 µm microfilters (Fischer scientific) 

and plated in T-150 tissue culture flasks (Corning, NY) at a density of 7 X 106 cells per 

flask in DMEM with 10 % human serum and 1% penicillin-streptomycin. Shaking the 

cultures overnight at 200 rpm separated Microglial cells out. Astrocytes were then 

passaged thrice and purity of cultures was determined to be between 98-99% by staining 

with GFAP. Mitochondrial extracts were obtained from primary human macrophages and 

astrocytic cultures utilizing a kit according to guidelines provided by the manufactures 

(Pierce, Rockford, IL). 
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Filtration radioligand binding assays 

Tissue was weighed and homogenized in ice-cold 50 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.4). 

Homogenates were washed four times by centrifugation at 40,000 g for 20 min at 40C. 

Protein values were determined in each sample by the BCA protein assay kit (Pierce, 

Rockford, IL). [3H]-DAA1106 was custom synthesized and was of specific activity 80 

Ci/mmol (American Radiolabeled Chemical, St Lousi, MO). Mitochondrial extracts were 

incubated with 1nM [3H]-DAA1106 and nonspecific binding was excluded by the 

inclusion of 1µM DAA1106. Saturation binding experiments were performed by 

incubating tissue (total protein concentration ranging from 150 to 200 µg) with 0.5-64 

nM [3H](R)-PK11195 (sp. Act., 89.9 Ci/mmol; NEN Life Sciences Products, Boston, 

MA) or 0.2-20 nM [3H]-DAA1106 at 40C for 2 hr in a final volume of 250 µl of HEPES. 

Nonspecific binding was determined by the inclusion of 10 µM PK11195 or 10 µM 

DAA1106 respectively in saturation binding experiments. The reaction was terminated 

by the addition of ice-cold buffer in a vacuum cell harvester (Brandel, Gaithersburg, 

MD). All samples were run in duplicate. Bmax in fmoles per mg protein and kd in nM 

were determined using PRISM software (Graphpad, San Diego, CA).  

Autoradiography 

Autoradiography was performed as described earlier (245). Briefly, 15 µm thick frozen 

sections obtained from the frontal cortex were placed on SuperfrostTm glass slides 

(Sigma, St Louis, MO) and incubated in ice-cold 50 mM TRIS-HCl (pH 7.4) containing 1 

nM [3H](R)-DAA1106 (Sp. Act., 80 Ci/mmol; American Radiolabeled Chemical, St 

Lousi, MO) for 30 min. Specificity of binding was ensured by the inclusion of 1 µM 

DAA1106 in parallel sections. The sections were mounted with a layer of 

autoradiographic LM-1 emulsion (Amersham, UK), following which they were 

developed after 4 weeks and imaged on the confocal microscope.  

Statistical analysis  

Data were analyzed using PRISM software (Graphpad, San Diego, CA). Student’s t tests 

or one-way ANOVA tests with post-test Bonferroni correction and 95% confidence 

intervals were used to analyze data.  
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3.2.4 Results 

[3H](R)-PK11195 and [3H](R)-DAA1106 binding is higher in HIVE compared to 

controls 

We used saturation filtration binding to compare [3H](R)-PK11195 and [3H]-DAA1106 

specific binding, reflective of PBR expression, in HIVE with age-matched controls. Brain 

tissue from the frontal cortex was dissected from five cases of HIVE; six HIV-infected 

non-encephalitic controls and three age-matched controls. HIVE in postmortem tissue 

was defined by the presence of microglial nodules; multinucleated giant cells and HIV 

infected macrophages defined by the staining for the viral protein gp41. Tissue was 

homogenized and incubated with 0.5-64 nM [3H](R)-PK11195 or 0.2-20 nM [3H]-

DAA1106 to obtain total binding values. Nonspecific binding was determined in parallel 

by including 10µM PK11195 or 10µM DAA1106 respectively. Specific binding at each 

given concentration of  [3H]-ligand was defined as the difference between total binding 

and nonspecific binding. Bmax and kd values reflective of the total number of binding 

sites per mg protein and binding affinity of ligand to PBR respectively were determined 

using PRISM software.  

Bmax was significantly higher in the frontal cortex of HIVE brain tissue 

compared to HIV-infected non-encephalitic and non-infected controls assessed with both 

[3H](R)-PK11195 (p=0.0006) and [3H]-DAA1106 (p=0.0003) (Figure 9, A and C). The 

affinity of either ligand to PBR reflected by the kd did not differ between HIVE and 

controls (Figure 9, B and D).  
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Figure 9 HIVE brain tissue shows increased [3H](R)-PK11195 and [3H]-DAA106 binding 

compared to controls 

Filtration binding was assessed in frontal cortical brain tissue obtained from 5 HIVE, 6 HIV infected non-

encephalitic (HIV) and 3 age matched controls. The Bmax, reflective of the total number of binding sites is 

shown in the left panel (A & C) and the kd reflective of the binding affinity of the ligand to PBR is shown 

in the right panel (B & D). Data analyzed using one-sided ANOVA. 

 (A, B) Bmax with [3H](R)-PK11195 was significantly higher in HIVE compared to controls (A), 

p=0.0006. The kd was not significantly different between HIVE and controls (B), p=0.2293. 

(C, D) Bmax with [3H]-DAA1106 was significantly higher in HIVE compared to controls (C), p=0.0003. 

The kd was not significantly different between HIVE and controls, (D) p=0.0712. 
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 [3H](R)-PK11195 and [3H]-DAA1106 binding is higher in activated macrophages 

compared to controls. 

Since PBR is expressed on both astrocytes and brain macrophages (20, 45), we wanted to 

compare the relative changes in PBR binding in both cell types on activation. Primary 

human macrophages and primary human embryonic astrocytes were cultured for 5 days 

and 14 days respectively. Macrophage cultures were activated with 1 µg/ml LPS or 300 

IU/ml interferon-γ for 48 hrs. TNF-α secretion was assessed using ELISA to confirm 

activation (data not shown). Activated macrophages also displayed a change in 

morphology from a more rounded to a spindle like morphology (Figure 10 B and D) 

compared to controls (Figure 10 A and C). Primary human astrocytes were activated 

with dibutyryl cyclic AMP (dCAMP) 100 µM as described in the literature (188). 

Activation in astrocytes was assessed by changes from a flat morphology (Figure 10 E 

and G) to cells that displayed multiple processes (Figure 10 F and G). Astrocytes 

treated with 1 µg/ml LPS for 48 hrs served as an addition control. Saturation binding 

experiments were conducted on homogenized cells using [3H]-PK11195. Bmax, 

reflective of PBR expression, was significantly higher in macrophages activated with 

either LPS or interferon-γ, compared to non-activated macrophages, dCAMP activated 

astrocytes, LPS treated astrocytes and control astrocytes (p<0.0001) (Figure 11 A). 

Affinity of [3H](R)-PK11195 to PBR reflected by the kd did not significantly change in 

any of these conditions (Figure 11 B). 

Since PBR is a mitochondrial receptor, we assessed [3H]-DAA1106 binding in 

mitochondrial extracts derived from control macrophages, macrophages activated with 1 

µg/ml LPS for 48 hrs, control astrocytes and astrocytes activated with 100 µM dCAMP. 

Mitochondrial extracts were incubated with 1 nM [3H]-DAA1106 and non-specific 

binding was excluded by the inclusion of 1 µM DAA1106. Mitochondrial extracts 

derived from LPS activated macrophages showed significantly higher binding compared 

to macrophage and astrocyte controls (p=0.0008) (Figure 11 C) 
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Figure 10 Primary human macrophages and human embryonic astrocytes activated with 

LPS and dCAMP respectively. 

(A-D) Primary human macrophages were cultured for 5 days and activated with 1 µg/ml LPS for 48 hrs. 

(A-B) Macrophages cultures were stained with CD68 (red), (C-D) Phase contrast images of 

macrophages. On activation with LPS, macrophages show and increase in CD68 staining (B), and 

changes in morphology (D), compared to non-stimulated cultures (A) and (C). 
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(E-H) Primary human embryonic astrocytes were cultured for 14 days and activated with 100 µM dCAMP 

for 48 hrs. (E-F) Astrocyte cultures were stained with GFAP (green) and vimentin (red), (C-D) 

Phase contrast images of astrocytes. On activation with dCAMP, astrocytes show changes in 

morphology with the appearance of several spindle shaped processes (F & H), compared to non-

activated cultures (E & H).  
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Figure 11 Activated macrophages show higher binding with [3H](R)-PK11195 and [3H]-

DAA106 when compared to controls. 

 
(A, B) Filtration binding was assessed in primary human macrophages (denoted by MDM, monocyte 

derived macrophages) and primary human astrocyte cultures with [3H](R)-PK11195. Macrophage 

(MDM) cultures were activated with LPS (1µg/ml) or INF-γ (300U/ml) for 48 hrs. Astrocytes were 

treated with LPS (1µg/ml) or activated with dCAMP (100 µg/ml) for 48 hrs. The Bmax, reflective 

of the total number of binding sites is shown in the upper panel and was found to be significantly 

higher (p<0.0001) in macrophages (MDM) activated with either LPS or INF-γ compared to non-

activated controls, astrocytes activated with dCAMP, non-activated astrocytes or astrocytes treated 

with LPS (A). The kd reflective of the binding affinity of the ligand to PBR is shown in the right 

panel and did not differ in all the conditions (p=0.3963) (B). Data analyzed using one-sided 

ANOVA. 

 (C)   [3H]-DAA1106 binding using 1nM of the ligand (non-specific binding was excluded by 1µM 

DAA1106) was determined in mitochondrial preparations from the above conditions. [3H]-

DAA1106 binding was significantly higher in mitochondrial preparations obtained from 

macrophages (MDM) activated with LPS compared to controls, p=0.0008. 

[3H](R)-DAA1106 binding in SIV encephalitic brain tissue localizes to macrophages 

Our in vitro data suggesting increases in PBR-ligand binding in macrophages were 

confirmed in brain tissue obtained from SIVE macaques. We compared [3H]-DAA11106 

binding in frontal cortical tissue obtained from SIVE (n=3) with SIV infected no-

encephalitic tissue (n=3) and non-infected macaques (n=2). [3H]-DAA1106 binding was 

significantly higher in SIVE compared to controls (Figure 12 A). For autoradiography, 

frozen brain sections obtained from the frontal cortex were incubated with 1 nM [3H]-

DAA11106 with non-specific binding determined by the inclusion of 1 µM DAA1106. 

SIVE brain tissue showed higher [3H]-DAA1106 binding compared to the non-

encephalitic control brain tissue (Figure 12 D-C).  [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in 

encephalitic tissue appeared more intense and corresponded to the distribution of 

microglial nodules (Figure 12 D) in contrast to the diffuse, less intense binding seen in 

SIV infected, non-encephalitic tissue in all observed fields (Figure 12 C). 

Autoradiography with [3H]-DAA1106 combined with immunohistochemistry on frozen 

brain sections obtained from the frontal cortex of SIVE macaques showed [3H]-

DAA1106 binding overlapping with regions rich in activated macrophages and microglial 
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nodules (stained with CD68) (Figure 13 B, D & E) [3H]-DAA1106 binding did not 

overlap with GFAP labeled astrocytes in encephalitic brain tissue (Figure 13 A, D & E) 

 
Figure 12 [3H]-DAA1106 binding is significantly higher in SIVE compared to controls. 

(A, B) Filtration binding with [3H]-DAA1106 was assessed in frontal cortical brain tissue obtained from 3 

SIVE, 4 SIV infected non-encephalitic (SIV) and 3 non-infected controls. The Bmax, reflective of 

the total number of binding sites was significantly higher in SIVE compared to controls (p=0.0038) 
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(A). The kd reflective of the binding affinity of the ligand to PBR did not significantly differ 

amongst the three conditions (p=0.2492). Data analyzed using one-sided ANOVA. 

(C, D) [3H]-DAA1106 autoradiograms (black grains) of sections from frontal cortex show higher specific 

binding in SIVE (C) compared to SIV infected, non-encephalitic macaques (D).  

E D 

C B A 

 

 Figure 13 [3H]-DAA1106 binding corresponds to activated macrophages, but not 

astrocytes  

 

(A-E) Sections obtained from the frontal cortex were stained with GFAP (Blue, A), processed for 

autoradiography with [3H]-DAA1106 (Black grains, B) and immunostained to label either nuclei 

with DAPI (Red, C) or activated macrophages with CD68 (Green C). Panel E shows a merged 

image of all the markers. [3H]-DAA1106 specific binding overlaps with CD68 and not with GFAP 

immunostaining.  

 [3H](R)-PK11195 binding is higher in HIV-1 infected macrophages compared to 

controls. 

Primary macrophage cultures were infected with HIV-1 ADAM for 7, 14 and 21 days. 

Supernatants were collected at each of these time points and HIV-1 p24 levels were 

determined to assess productive HIV infection (data not shown). Supernatants derived 
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from macrophage cultures at 14 days post infection were used to treat primary astrocyte 

cultures. Saturation binding experiments with [3H](R)-PK11195 were performed on 

macrophage homogenates and at each of these post-infection time points and astrocyte 

cultures treated with macrophage supernatants. We found significant increases in Bmax, 

reflective of PBR expression, in HIV-1 ADAM infected macrophages at 7, 14 and 21 

days post infection compared to non-infected controls and astrocytes treated with HIV-

infected macrophage supernatants (Figure 14 A). We also found that the kd was 

significantly higher in HIV-1 infected macrophages at all time points post infection 

(Figure 14 B). 

Increased [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in LPS activated macrophages is mediated by 

PI3K 

We sought to determine the cellular signaling pathways that mediate increased [3H](R)-

PK11195 binding in macrophages. Macrophages were pretreated with either the PI3-

kinase inhibitor LY294002 (10µM) or the MAP-kinase inhibitor U0126 (10µM) for two 

hours after which they were activated with LPS for 48 hrs. Inhibition of PI3-kinase but 

not MAP-kinase reversed LPS induced increase in [3H](R)-PK11195 Bmax (Figure 15 

A). The kd remained unchanged with either treatment (Figure 15 B). 
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Figure 14 [3H](R)-PK11195 binding is increased in HIV infected macrophages. 

Filtration binding was assessed in primary human macrophages (denoted by MDM, monocyte derived 

macrophages) and primary human astrocyte cultures with [3H](R)-PK11195. Macrophage (MDM) cultures 

were infected with HIV-1 ADAM for 7, 14 or 28 days. Astrocytes were treated with supernatants derived 

from macrophage cultures infected for 14 days with HIV-1 ADAM. 
(A) The Bmax, reflective of the total number of binding sites is shown in the upper panel and was found to 

be significantly higher (p<0.01) in macrophages (MDM) infected for 7, 14 and 21 days compared to 

uninfected controls. Astrocytes treated with supernatants derived from macrophage cultures infected 

for 14 days with HIV-1 ADAM, did not show any difference from controls (P=0.2403). Data analyzed 

using one-sided ANOVA. 

 (B) The kd, reflective of the binding affinity of the ligand to PBR is shown in the lower panel and was 

significantly higher (p<0.05) in macrophages (MDM) infected for 7, 14 and 21 days compared to 

uninfected controls. Astrocytes treated with supernatants derived from macrophage cultures infected 
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for 14 days with HIV-1 ADAM, did not show any difference from controls (P=0.3315). Data analyzed 

using one-sided ANOVA. 

 
Figure 15 Pharmacologic inhibition on the PI3-Kinase pathway with LY29002 reverses LPS 

mediated increase in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in macrophages. 

Filtration binding with [3H](R)-PK11195 was assessed in primary human macrophages (MDM) activated 

with 1µg/ml LPS for 48 hrs pretreated for 3 hrs with 10µM of the PI3-kinase pathway inhibitor LY294002 

or 10µM of the MEK-1/2 inhibitor U0126.  
(A) LPS mediated increase in Bmax (reflective of the total number of binding sites) was reversed by the 

PI3-kinase pathway inhibitor LY294002 but not the MEK-1/2 inhibitor U0126, (p<0.001). Data 

analyzed using one-sided ANOVA. 
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(B) The kd (reflective of the binding affinity) shown in the lower panel, and was not significantly different 

in all the conditions (P=0.2284). Data analyzed using one-sided ANOVA. 
 

3.2.5 Discussion 

We examined expression of PBR in HIV encephalitis using the PBR-specific ligands 

[3H](R)-PK11195 and [3H]-DAA1106. HIVE brain tissue showed a significant increase 

in binding with both ligands compared to HIV infected, non-encephalitic controls and 

non-infected brain tissue. We also saw an increase in [3H]-DAA1106 binding in SIVE 

tissue compared to SIV infected, non-encephalitic and non-infected tissue. Increased 

expression was specific to macrophages as determined by combined 

immunohistochemistry and autoradiography in SIVE tissue. In tissue culture 

experiments, we found increased [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in macrophages activated 

with LPS or INF-γ compared to unactivated macrophages, astrocytes activated with 

dCAMP and unactivated astrocytes. Similar results were seen in mitochondrial fractions 

harvested from activated and unactivated macrophages and astrocytes using [3H]-

DAA1106. Increase in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding was also seen in macrophages infected 

with HIV-1 ADAM, peaking at 14 days post infection and reaching a plateau by 21 days 

post infection. Astrocytes treated with supernatants derived from HIV-1 ADMA infected 

macrophages did not show a significant increase in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding compared 

to untreated cultures. Finally, the increase in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in LPS treated 

macrophages was reversed using an inhibitor of PI3-kinase, but not of MEK-1/2. 

  Our results suggest that increased [3H](R)-PK11195 binding, reflective of 

increased PBR expression, is specific to macrophages in HIV encephalitis due to both 

activation and HIV infection. This increase in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding was dependent 

on PI3-kinase signaling in macrophages. These results are in agreement with previously 

published results suggesting that [3H](R)-PK11195 binding is increased in macrophages 

in SIVE (151). Direct implications of this study are that PK11195 and DAA1106 may be 

used to image macrophages in vivo using PET. Our data suggests that DAA1106 may be 
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a higher affinity ligand compared with PK11195 because of a significantly lower 

dissociation constant. 

 The functional significance of increased PBR in activated brain macrophages is 

not known.  It is part of a hetero-oligomeric complex comprised of the voltage-dependent 

anion channel and an adenine nucleotide carrier forming the mitochondrial permeability 

transition pore (160). It is thought to be involved in neurosteroid synthesis by serving to 

transport cholesterol from the outer to the inner mitochondrial membranes (190). As a 

constituent of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore, it is thought to regulate cell 

death (160) and mitochondrial respiration (117). PBR overexpression in many cell types 

has also been shown to protect against various apoptotic insults including the cytopathic 

effects of sindbis and myxoma viral infections (80, 125). Forced PBR expression in 

neurons in vivo and jurkat cells in vitro protects these cells against apoptosis (125, 234). 

PBR upregulation in testicular leydig cells protects them from cytokine-induced toxicity 

(20, 237). This is also seen in blood phagocytic cells where PBR protects against oxidant 

induced cell death (44). 

Several proteins involved in apoptosis including Bcl-2, Bcl-Xl and Bax have also 

been shown to physically interact with the voltage dependent anion channel and the 

adenine nucleotide carrier (62, 112). PBR can thus influence the cell death processes 

either by directly affecting the molecular components of the pore or through indirect 

effects by interfering with interactions of the voltage dependent anion channel and the 

adenine nucleotide carrier with proapoptotic proteins like Bax (46). These hypotheses 

draw support from kainic acid-injected rat where hippocampal PBR is increased by 20 

fold with no significant increases in either the voltage dependent anion channel or the 

adenine nucleotide carrier (244). Increases in only the PBR component of the pore might 

result in altering both the channel properties and altering interactions of other pore 

proteins with proapoptoic mediators.  

Very little is known about how macrophages survive in the brain in HIVE in vivo. 

In the SCID mouse model of HIV encephalitis, macrophages survive for several months 

in the brain (197). HIV infected macrophages also survive in culture for as long as 60 

days (90). Since macrophages mediate the pathology of HIV encephalitis, it is 

conceivable that a longer life span of macrophages would lead to exacerbation of the 
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neurodegenerative process seen in HIVE.  PBR expression in activated and HIV infected 

macrophages may prolong their life span by influencing mitochondrial permeability 

transition and preventing apoptosis of these cells in the CNS. 

The biochemical mechanisms by which selective increase in expression or the 

role for this receptor in activated macrophages in several of these CNS diseases is not 

understood (91). In pancreatic islet cells, testicular leydig cells, the cytokines TNF-α, 

IFN-γ and IL-1β caused an increase in mitochondrial PBR mRNA and [3H](R)-PK11195 

binding in a transcription dependent manner (20, 237). In the CNS, rats injected with IL-

1, or TNF-α , or LPS resulted in increased [3H](R)-PK11195 binding to brain 

macrophages (31, 35). IL-1 and TNF-α also increase [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in 

cultured astrocytes (65). Finally, in Experimental Autoimmune Encephalitis, IL-6 and 

TNF-α expression profiles correlate with increase in spinal cord [3H](R)-PK11195 

binding (5). These data suggest that cytokines increase PBR expression in various cell 

types including macrophages. However, the mechanisms mediating this increase are not 

known. It has been proposed that cellular upregulation of PBR in these systems may 

serve as a protective strategy against cytokine toxicity.  

HIV infected macrophages are sources of cytokines in the brain. TNF-α can be 

detected in the CSF (107) and brain tissue (97) of HIV demented patients. In SIVE, TNF-

α and IFN-γ are detected in brain tissue (186).  These studies are complimented with in 

vitro data showing that cytokines including TNF-α and IL-6 are synthesized by HIV 

infected macrophages (29, 257). It is possible that PBR expression is increased in brain 

macrophages in HIVE in response to increased cytokines. 

Interestingly, PI3K/Akt activation is an important survival-regulation pathway in 

brain macrophages (129), peripheral macrophages and other hemopoietic cell (169, 239). 

Activation of PI3K/Akt protects against toxicity induced by multiple cytokines (100, 

169). Further, inhibition of PI3K pathway in peripheral macrophages causes cell death by 

loss of mitochondrial transmembrane potential by mechanisms not fully understood 

(144). Our data suggests that PBR is directly regulated by PI3K, and since PBR is a 

constituent of the permeability transition pore and may play a role in maintaining 

mitochondrial transmembrane potential, it is possible that PBR is an essential player in 

regulating macrophage cell survival in the CNS in HIVE. 
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3.3 PK11195 LABELS BRAIN MACROPHAGES IN ALZHEIMER’S 

DISEASE  

3.3.1 Abstract 

Prominent brain macrophage activation is seen around senile plaques and extracellular 

neurofibrillary tangles in Alzheimer’s disease. Although the role of brain macrophage in 

the pathogenesis of Alzheimer’s disease is not clearly established, activation of brain 

macrophage is associated with amyloid clearance and phagocytosis in Aβ immunization 

protocols in both animal models and humans. Imaging activated brain macrophage in 

vivo using positron emission tomography will help define the role of these cells in both 

Alzheimer’s disease progression and therapeutic protocols targeted at modulating 

neuroinflammation.  PK11195 is a ligand specific for the peripheral benzodiazepine 

receptor abundant on activated brain macrophages and expressed in low levels in the 

normal brain. We hypothesized that [11C](R)-PK11195 positron emission tomography 

(PET) could image brain macrophages in vivo in Alzheimer’s disease. [3H](R)-PK11195 

binding was assessed in postmortem brain tissue obtained from AD cases and age 

matched controls. [3H](R)-PK11195 binding was significantly higher in the frontal 

cortex but did not differ in the cerebellum of AD cases compared to controls suggesting 

that this increase was specific to regions of pathology. Mice expressing the 

APPSwe/PS1dE9 transgene were then scanned using positron emission tomography 

using [11C](R)-PK11195. Transgenic mice showed an age-dependent, moderate increase 

in [11C](R)-PK11195 and [3H](R)-PK11195 binding compared to controls. 

Histopathologic assessment showed significantly higher levels of brain macrophage 

activation in Alzheimer’s disease compared to Tg mice. Further, significant correlation 

was observed between [3H](R)-PK11195 binding and activated brain macrophages in 

Alzheimer’s disease but not in Tg mice. The extent of neuroinflammation is significantly 

lower in these transgenic mice as compared to Alzheimer’s disease, which may 

undermine the utility of these mice in studying the role of neuroinflammation in the 

pathogenesis and treatment of Alzheimer’s disease. However, our results suggest that 

PK11195 may be useful in labeling brain macrophages in vivo in AD. 
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3.3.2 Introduction 

Alzheimer’s disease is the leading cause of dementia characterized by the presence of 

plaques consisting of Aβ and intraneuronal neurofibrillary tangles (167). Aβ deposition 

leads to the formation of diffuse plaques that are believed to progress to neuritic plaques 

consisting of a dense core of Aβ, dystrophic neurites, astrocytes, and activated brain 

macrophages (161). While the biochemical processes related to Aβ processing have been 

studied extensively, the role of activated brain macrophages in the pathogenesis of AD is 

not well understood.  

In AD and several other neurological disorders, activation of brain macrophages 

is thought to perpetuate the degenerative process. On activation, brain macrophage 

secrete substances such as TNFα and interleukins, free radicals generated by activation of 

NADPH oxidase, reactive nitrogen intermediates, and eicosanoids which are thought to 

trigger various cellular processes including cell death cascades in neurons (30, 225, 236). 

On the other hand, several studies support the idea that activated brain 

macrophages may play a beneficial role in AD by promoting phagocytosis (150, 224). 

Further, brain macrophages may play a role in therapeutic strategies such as 

immunization. Immunization with Aβ is one of the most promising forms of AD 

therapeutics. Both active and passive immunizations in animal models have proved 

promising in clearing Aβ loads from the brain and improving behavioral/memory tests 

(22, 120, 171, 218). Several mechanisms have been proposed for Aβ  clearance with 

immunization. However, the association of activated brain macrophages with the 

clearance of Aβ and “collapsed” plaques in both animal models and human-immunized 

subjects raises the possibility that the efficacy of immunizations may be related to the 

extent of activation of brain macrophages (22, 85, 179, 218).  

Were it possible to image brain macrophages in vivo, then a better understanding 

of the role played by brain macrophages in Alzheimer’s disease and therapies targeted at 

Aβ clearance may be obtained. We investigated the feasibility of imaging activated brain 
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macrophages using Positron Emission Tomography (PET) by taking advantage of 

elevated levels of peripheral benzodiazepine receptor expression (PBR) on brain 

macrophages. We tested the hypothesis that PK11195, a selective ligand to PBR, will 

specifically label activated brain macrophage in AD postmortem tissue and in a mouse 

model of AD in vivo using PET.  

PK11195 is a lipid soluble isoquinoline carboxamide which crosses the blood 

brain barrier rapidly and has been extensively characterized (42). [11C](R)-PK11195 has 

been used to label activated brain macrophages in patients with multiple sclerosis (20, 69) 

Rasmussen’s encephalitis (18), stroke (206), Herpes encephalitis (43), gliomas (191), 

Multiple System Atrophy (95) and AD (41). Studies in AD patients showed high 

[11C](R)-PK11195 binding in the entorhinal, temporoparietal and cingulate cortex, 

which are brain regions that show the highest degree of AD pathology (41). However, the 

relationship between PK11195 binding and the distribution of neuropathology was not 

assessed in this study (41). We used postmortem tissue from AD cases and a mouse 

model of AD to correlate the extent and distribution of neuropathology with the PK11195 

binding. We also sought to determine if [11C](R)-PK11195 could image activated brain 

macrophages in the APP/PS1 transgenic mouse model of AD in vivo. We show that 

PK11195 binding is higher in AD tissue and significantly correlates with the distribution 

of activated brain macrophages in AD. Further, the extent of activated brain macrophages 

is significantly lower in APP/PS1 transgenic mice compared to AD tissue corresponding 

to moderate increases in PK11195 binding in vivo. 

 

3.3.3 Methods 

Animals 

All animals were housed and maintained according to standards of the 

Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care, and 

experiments were approved by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional 

Animal Care and Use Committee. APPSwe/PSEN1-DeltaE9 transgenic (Tg, n=9) 

heterozygote and control wild type (n=6) animals on a B6C3 background between the 
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ages of 7-9 months were obtained from The Jackson Laboratory (Maine, USA). 4/9 Tg 

and 1/6 wild type mice were part of a failed immunization experiment. In this study 

APPSwe/PS1dE9 and wild type mice beginning at the age of nine months mice were 

immunized i.p. with 100µg of Aβ42 emulsified in complete Freund’s adjuvant, followed 

by a boost at 2 weeks with incomplete Freund’s adjuvant and monthly thereafter for the 

next 3 immunizations according to established protocols (218). We assayed for the 

production of antibodies against Aβ42 at 1, 2, 3 and 4 months after immunization. Levels 

of antibody production were very low and did not differ in animals that were immunized 

with Aβ42 versus animals that were sham immunized (data not shown). Further, 

histopathologic assessment of immunized versus sham immunized or non-immunized 

animals did not show any differences in Aβ plaque deposition, brain macrophage 

activation, or the extent of astrocytosis (data not shown). Since immunization failed in 

these animals, PET data derived from these animals were grouped along with data 

obtained from their non-immunized counterparts. 

PET imaging 

High specific activity [11C](R)-PK11195 ([N-methyl-11C]-PK11195) was produced at 

the UPMC PET Facility using methods similar to those previously described (245). 

Chemical and radiochemical purities were ≥95% with specific activities ≥2.0 Ci/µmol at 

the end of a 40 min synthesis. Typical end of synthesis yields of high purity [11C](R)-

PK11195 was in the range of 40-100 mCi.  

APPSwe/PS1dE9 (Tg) (n=9) and control wild type (n=6) mice were imaged using 

microPET with [11C](R)-PK11195 between ages 14-20 months. Data were reconstructed 

using the 3D Ordered Subsets Expectation Maximum (OSEM) algorithm for maximal 

image quality and image resolution. Regional brain radioactivity concentration were 

summed over the scan frames at various time points was normalized to both the injected 

dose of [11C](R)-PK11195 and the body mass of the animal (%ID/Kg*g) to represent a 

semi-quantitative measure of [11C](R)-PK11195 binding. Regions-of-interest (ROI) were 

defined on summed PET images and applied to the dynamic PET images to generate 

time-activity curves for both transgenic and control animals.  Due to the spatial resolution 

limitations of microPET, it is not practical to define ROIs on small structures such as the 
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hippocampus within the mouse brain. Hence ROI parameters were defined in regions 

approximating the frontal cortex of the mouse brain and applied to all Tg and control 

animals.  

Human Tissue 

Brain tissue from the frontal cortex and the cerebellum of six AD postmortem cases and 

six age-matched controls were derived from the University of Pittsburgh Alzheimer’s 

disease research center brain bank. 

Tissue processing 

After PET scans both transgenic and control animals were sacrificed to compare time 

activity curves for [11C](R)-PK11195 with the extent of activated brain macrophages, 

astrocytes and amyloid burden as determined by histopathology. After PET imaging, the 

brain was removed and the left hemisphere was fixed while the right hemisphere was 

frozen. Histopathology including amyloid burden and the extent of astrocytosis and brain 

macrophage activation was assessed using semi-quantitative laser confocal microscopy in 

the left hemisphere as described below. The right hemisphere was used to determine 

[3H](R)-PK11195 binding in six (3 Tg and 3 control) animals.  

Filtration radioligand binding assays 

Brain tissue from the frontal cortex and the cerebellum from AD cases and age-matched 

controls, and from the frontal cortex of 3 Tg and 3 control animals were dissected, 

weighed and homogenized in ice-cold 50 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.4). Homogenates 

were washed four times by centrifugation at 40,000 g for 20 min at 40C. Saturation 

binding experiments were performed by incubating tissue (total protein concentration 

ranging from 150 to 200 µg determined using the BCA protein assay kit; Pierce, 

Rockford, IL) with 0.5-64 nM [3H](R)-PK11195 (sp. Act., 89.9 Ci/mmol; NEN Life 

Sciences Products, Boston, MA) at 40C for 2 hr in a final volume of 250 µl of HEPES. 

Nonspecific binding was determined by the inclusion of 10 µM PK11195. The reaction 

was terminated by the addition of ice-cold buffer in a vacuum cell harvester (Brandel, 

Gaithersburg, MD). All samples were run in duplicate. Bmax in fmoles per mg protein 

and kd in nM were determined using PRISM software (Graphpad, San Diego, CA). 
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Immunohistochemical labeling and confocal microscopic quantification 

Immunostaining and laser confocal microscopic quantification was performed as 

described before (32, 126). Paraffin embedded sections obtained from transgenic mice 

and controls (whole brain sagital sections) or AD postmortem tissue and age-matched 

controls (sections from the frontal cortex) were stained with antibodies to GFAP (mouse 

monoclonal, DAKO, Carpinteria, CA) or Aβ (mouse monoclonal, DAKO, Carpinteria, 

CA) used at concentrations 1:1000, and 1:100 respectively. Brain macrophages were 

stained with F/4 80 (mouse monoclonal, DAKO) at a concentration of 1:1000 in mouse 

brain tissue or with CD68 (mouse monoclonal, DAKO) at a concentration of 1:100 in 

human tissue. Sections were then incubated with Cy5-conjugated goat anti-mouse or 

Cy3-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG at a concentration of 1:200 (Jackson Immunoresearch 

Laboratories Inc., West Grove, PA). The frontal cortex was identified using a dissection 

microscope and marked on the slides. Immunostained sections were scanned and 

quantified on a laser confocal microscope (LSM 150, Zeiss, Heidelberg, Germany). This 

scope is equipped with an argon laser with 458 nm, 477 nm, 488 nm and 514 nm primary 

emission lines. Each section was scanned along the z-axis to define the middle optical 

plane used in quantification (262,144 pixels/plane; 1 pixel= 0.25 µm2). Image analysis 

was performed on a Silicon Graphics computer (Windows NT 4.0 operating system, 

Microsoft, Redmond, Washington) using the LSM software (version 3.0, Zeiss). 

Scanning parameters such as laser power aperture, gain, and photomultiplier tube settings 

were kept constant for each wavelength.  

In each region, an individual blinded to the experimental design imaged 3 areas 

(40X) encompassing 106,100 µm2. For each cell phenotype scanned, contribution to 

signal intensity from autofluorescence was minimized using a threshold that was kept 

constant. In each area the average pixel fluorescence along with the pixel counts for a 

given cell phenotype marker that exceeded the threshold were enumerated. The average 

pixel fluorescence was multiplied by the total number of pixels to measure the total 

florescence for that cell phenotype marker in that area. The total fluorescence values 

determined from the 3 scanned areas in one brain region were averaged to represent a 

measure of the cell phenotype in that brain region.  
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Statistical analysis  

Data were analyzed using PRISM software (Graphpad, San Diego, CA). Student’s t tests 

or one-way ANOVA tests with post-test Bonferroni correction and 95% confidence 

intervals were used to analyze data. Correlations using 95% confidence intervals were 

performed to quantify the relationship between [11C](R)-PK11195 binding and age of Tg 

or control mice. Results from correlation analyses are represented by r, the Pearson’s 

coefficient. 

3.3.4 Results 

[3H](R)-PK11195 binding is higher in AD frontal cortex 

We used saturation filtration binding to compare [3H](R)-PK11195 specific binding in 

AD with age-matched controls. Brain tissue from the frontal cortex and the cerebellum 

were dissected from five AD cases and five age matched controls. Tissue was weighed, 

homogenized and protein values were determined using the BCA protein assay kit 

(Pierce, Rockford, IL). Homogenized tissue was incubated with 0.5-64 nM [3H](R)-

PK11195 to obtain total binding values. Nonspecific binding was determined in parallel 

by including 10µM PK11195. Specific binding at each given concentration of  [3H](R)-

PK11195 was defined as the difference between total binding and nonspecific binding. 

Bmax and kd values reflective of the total number of binding sites per mg protein and 

binding affinity of  [3H](R)-PK11195 to PBR respectively were determined using 

PRISM software.  

Bmax was significantly higher in the frontal cortex of AD brain tissue but did 

differ in the cerebellum (Figure 16 A and B, p=0.0002). This suggests that the increase 

in Bmax is specific to regions with pathology, as the cerebellum is not usually affected in 

AD until end stages of the disease (122). The affinity of [3H](R)-PK11195 to PBR 

reflected by the kd did not differ between AD and control brain tissue in either brain 

region (Figure 16 C).  
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[11C](R)-PK11195 PET imaging in APPSwe/PSEN1 (DeltaE9) transgenic mice  

PET imaging using [11C](R)-PK11195 was assessed in 9 APPSwe/PSEN1-DeltaE9 

transgenic mice (Tg) and 6 controls between the ages of 13 to 20 months. These mice 

show accelerated plaque deposition beginning at the age of 6 months (34). Both Tg and 

wild type control animals were injected i.v. with [11C](R)-PK11195. [11C](R)-PK11195 

binding was followed over time (in minutes, X axis) and represented as radioactivity 

concentrations summed over the scan frames and normalized to both the injected dose of 

[11C](R)-PK11195 and the body mass of the animal (%ID/g*kg, y-axis).  Tg animals 

showed an age dependent increase in retention of [11C](R)-PK11195 in the brain 

compared to controls in that, only Tg animals between the ages of 17-20 months showed 

increases in [11C](R)-PK11195 binding compared to controls (p=0.001) (Figure 17).  

This is consistent with the age-dependent progression of pathology in APP/PS1 and other 

Tg mice with age  (34, 130). 

 
Figure 16 [3H](R)-PK11195 is higher in the AD frontal cortex 
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Filtration binding with [3H](R)-PK11195 was assessed in the frontal cortex (FC), cerebellum (CB) of 5 

Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and 5 age-matched controls (Con). Data was analyzed using one-way ANOVA 

with 95% confidence intervals. 
(A) Shows representative curves from filtration [3H](R)-PK11195 binding experiments with brain tissue 

obtained from the frontal cortex (FC) and the cerebellum (CB) of AD and control cases. Frontal cortex 

(FC) brain tissue from AD showed significantly higher specific binding (per mg protein) than brain 

tissue obtained the cerebellum of AD cases, frontal cortical and cerebellar brain tissue obtained from 

controls.  

(B) Bmax (reflective of the total number of binding sites) with [3H](R)-PK11195 was significantly higher 

in AD frontal cortical tissue compared with AD cerebellar tissue, frontal cortical and cerebellar tissue 

obtained from controls.  (p=0.0002).  

(C) The kd (reflective of the binding affinity) was not significantly different in all the conditions 

(P=0.3187).  

 
Figure 17 PET imaging with [11C](R)-PK11195 shows an age-dependent increase in APP/PS1 (Tg) 

mice, but not controls. 

Time Activity curve of [11C](R)-PK11195 specific binding in APP/PS1 (Tg) and control (Con) 

represented as radioactivity concentrations summed over the scan frames and normalized to both the 

injected dose of [11C](R)-PK11195 and the body mass of the animal (%ID/g*kg, Y-axis) and is plotted 

against time in minutes (X-axis). Tg and control animals were divided into the age groups of 13-16 and 17-

20 months (n shown in brackets). [11C](R)-PK11195 binding was not different between control and Tg 

mice in the 13-16 month age group. [11C](R)-PK11195 binding was higher in Tg mice compared to 

controls in the 17-20 month age group (p=0.001). Data was analyzed using one-way ANOVA with 95% 

confidence intervals. 
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[3H](R)-PK11195 binding in APPSwe/PSEN1 (DeltaE9) transgenic mice 

We used saturation filtration binding to compare [3H](R)-PK11195 specific binding in 

TG with controls. Brain tissue from the frontal cortex was dissected from 3 Tg and 3 age 

wild type controls based on tissue availability. The ages of the Tg and control mice were 

9, 11 and 19 months. [3H](R)-PK11195 and [11C](R)-PK11195 binding in Tg mice 

showed similar trends. Overall, the Bmax was moderately increased in the frontal cortex, 

but not significantly different in Tg mice compared to controls (Figure 18 A & B). 

However, the increase in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding was age dependent with 45%, 23% 

and 13% increases from controls in the 19, 11 and 9 month old Tg mice. The affinity of 

[3H](R)-PK11195 to PBR reflected by the kd did not differ between Tg and control brain 

tissue (Figure 18 C).  

The extent of neuroinflammation is significantly higher in AD compared to Tg mice 

After PET imaging, the animals were sacrificed and histopathology including amyloid 

burden, abundance of astrocyte activation and the extent of macrophage activation was 

assessed and measured using semi-quantitative laser confocal microscopy. Astrocytes, 

amyloid deposits and activated brain macrophages were immunostained for GFAP, Aβ 

and F4/80 respectively, and quantified in the frontal cortex of Tg and control brain tissue 

using laser confocal microscopy by an individual blinded to the experimental design. In 

Tg mice, GFAP and F4/80 staining was quantified in regions containing plaques as well 

as regions devoid of plaques. GFAP staining was significantly increased from controls in 

Tg mice in regions containing plaques, but did not differ from controls in regions devoid 

of plaques (Figure 19 D-F and Figure 20 D). Surprisingly, F4/80 staining for brain 

macrophages did not differ between Tg and controls in regions with or without plaque 

deposition (Figure 19 D-F and Figure 20 C). 

Similarly, the abundance of GFAP staining, brain macrophage activation (as 

assessed by CD68 staining) and amyloid burden (by staining for Aβ) was assessed in the 

frontal cortex of AD postmortem tissue and age-matched controls. In contrast to the Tg 

mice, activated brain macrophages were significantly increased in AD in areas 
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surrounding plaques compared to areas with no plaques and age-matched controls 

(Figure 19 A-C and Figure 20 A). GFAP staining was also significantly higher in 

regions with plaques compared to plaque free areas and control brain tissue (Figure 19 

A-C and Figure 20 B).  

Increased PK11195 binding correlates with brain macrophages in AD postmortem 

tissue but not in Tg mice 

We then determined the relationship between PK11195 binding and the abundance of 

activated brain macrophages and astrocytes. In Tg brain tissue, [11C](R)-PK11195 

binding correlated poorly with the distribution of both brain macrophages and astrocytes, 

corresponding to moderate increases in PK11195 binding in these animals (Table 4). In 

contrast, [3H](R)-PK11195 binding correlated significantly with the abundance of brain 

macrophages and to a lesser extent the distribution of astrocytes in the frontal cortex of 

AD postmortem tissue (Table 4). 

 
Figure 18 [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in APP/PS1 (Tg) mice. 

Filtration binding with [3H](R)-PK11195 was assessed in the frontal cortex of 3 APP/PS1 (Tg) mice and 

3age-matched controls (Con) aged 19, 11 and 9 months depending on tissue availability.  
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(A) Shows representative curves from filtration [3H](R)-PK11195 binding experiments in Tg and control 

cases. Brain tissue obtained from the frontal cortex of Tg showed moderately higher specific binding 

(per mg protein) than controls. 

(B) Bmax (reflective of the total number of binding sites) with [3H](R)-PK11195 was higher, but not 

significantly different (p=0.1265) in Tg frontal cortical tissue compared with controls. However, the 

increase in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding was age dependent with 45%, 23% and 13% increases from 

controls in the 19, 11 and 9 month old Tg mice.  Data analyzed using student’s t test.  

(C) The kd (reflective of the binding affinity) was not significantly different in all the conditions 

(P=0.2355). Data analyzed using student’s t test. 

 

 
 

Figure 19 Immunohistochemical evaluation of neuroinflammation in AD and Tg mice 

 
(A-C) Frontal tissue from AD and age-matched controls were stained for Aβ (red) brain macrophages 

(CD68, green) and astrocytes (GFAP, blue). In AD tissue, regions containing plaques (A) and 

plaque free areas (B) were compared with age matched controls (C). 

(D-F) Frontal tissue from APP/PS1 (Tg) and control, wild type mice were stained for Aβ (red) brain 

macrophages (F 4/80, green) and astrocytes (GFAP, blue). In Tg tissue, regions containing plaques 

(D) and plaque free areas (E) were compared with age matched controls (F). 
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Figure 20 The extent of neuroinflammation is higher in AD in comparison to Tg brain tissue 

(A-B) Frontal tissue from AD and age-matched controls were stained and quantified for brain macrophages 

(CD68) and astrocytes (GFAP). In AD tissue, regions containing plaques had significantly higher 

brain macrophages (A) and astrocytes (B) than regions without plaques and age matched controls. 

(C-D) Frontal tissue from APP/PS1 Tg and wild type controls were stained and quantified for brain 

macrophages (F4/80) and astrocytes (GFAP). In Tg brain tissue, regions containing plaques had 

significantly higher astrocytes (D) but not macrophages (C) than regions without plaques and age 

matched controls. 
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Table 4 [3H](R)-PK11195 binding correlates best with brain macrophages in AD 

 

Pearson’s coefficient (r) with 

[3H](R)-PK11195 

binding in AD post 

mortem tissue. 

Pearson’s coefficient (r) with 

[11C](R)-PK11195 

binding in APP/PS1 in 

vivo. 
Variable 

r value r value 

Astrocytes 

(GFAP) 0.6736* 0.4937 

Brain macrophage 

 (CD68 or F4/80) 0.8432** 0.6062 

 

Activated macrophages and astrocytes were quantified by immunostaining for CD68 or F4/80 in AD and 

Tg tissue respectively, or GFAP (astrocytic marker) in the frontal cortical tissue using confocal laser 

microscopy. Each cell phenotype marker was then correlated with [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in post 

mortem tissue in AD or [11C](R)-PK11195 PET binding in vivo in Tg mice in the corresponding brain 

regions in the same cases. PK11195 binding in post mortem tissue in AD correlated best with brain 

macrophages and did not correlate with either marker in Tg tissue, **p=0.002, *p=0.03. 

 

3.3.5 Discussion 

We sought to determine if [3H](R)-PK11195 could detect neuroinflammation in 

Alzheimer’s disease. We first compared [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in Alzheimer’s 

disease post mortem tissue with age-matched controls. We found increased [3H](R)-

PK11195 binding in the frontal cortex but not the cerebellum, suggesting that the increase 

in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding was specific to regions of AD pathology. We then 

investigated the feasibility of [11C](R)-PK11195 to detect neuroinflammtion in vivo. We 

imaged mice expressing the APPSwe/PSEN1-DeltaE9 mutations with [11C](R)-

PK11195 using PET. We found an age dependent increase in [11C](R)-PK11195 binding 

in Tg mice compared with controls. Immunohistochemical examination of brain tissue 
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from transgenic mice and AD showed significant differences in extent of 

neuroinflammation. AD postmortem tissue showed an increase in both brain 

macrophages and astrocytes, while brain tissue from Tg mice showed an increase in 

mainly astrocytes. This suggests that PK11195 binding in AD postmortem tissue may 

detect both activation of astrocytes and brain macrophages, while mainly labeling 

astrocytes in our Tg model of AD. 

Alternatively, it is also possible that our microglial staining procedure in Tg mice 

using the F4/80 marker is not optimal. Our results suggest that activation of brain 

macrophages in mice expressing the APPSwe/PSEN1-DeltaE9 mutations is not different 

from control mice. While the deposition of Aβ has been well documented, the data 

suggesting activation of brain macrophages is in mice models is not so clear (72). Mice 

that model AD differ substantially with respect to the type and extent of transgene(s) 

overexpressed, which is further complicated by inconsistent results obtained from the 

various histologic markers currently available to detect activated brain macrophages in 

mice (reviewed in)(172). Some studies suggest that the extent of activation of brain 

macrophages in Tg mice is lower than that seen in the human disease, while other suggest 

comparable extent of brain macrophage activation. We utilized F4/80, a marker 

expressed on mature brain macrophages (118). Gordon et.al. suggest that that F4/80 is 

upregulated on brain macrophages in APP/PS1 Tg mice, but decreases with age, reaching 

levels comparable to controls in 15 month old Tg mice (103, 172). Sasaki et. al. also 

report low levels of brain macrophage activation using F4/80 in Tg2576 (APP) mice  

(215). Our F4/80 staining data in APP/PS1 mice are in agreement with these two studies. 

In contrast, other studies report robust brain macrophage activation in APP/PS1 mice 

utilizing markers such as Iba-1 (224), an actin cross linking protein in brain macrophages 

(127, 216). It is possible that different markers are expressed in brain macrophages in a 

time dependent manner in Tg mice and that we may be able to detect increases in brain 

macrophage staining in APP/PS1 Tg mice with other markers. We were unable to label 

brain macrophages using Iba1 in Tg mice tissue due to technical difficulties and are 

currently trouble-shooting the staining procedure.  

Irrespective of the histologic detection of brain macrophages, the extent of 

PK11195 binding in APP/PS1 mice (~2 fold) was lower than that seen in AD (~4 fold). 
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This suggests that the extent of brain macrophage activation in Tg mice may be lower 

than seen in AD. APP/PS1 mice also show decreased retention of the PIB-amyloid PET 

ligand as compared to human AD subjects, which may be due to differences in the 

secondary structure of the deposited Aβ (133). It is possible that these differences in Aβ 

deposition and secondary structure may result in a lower degree of brain macrophage 

activation in APP/PS1 mice as compared to AD. While, genetically manipulated mice 

may have several advantages as model systems in AD and other neurodegenerative 

disorders, they may not be suitable in AD related PET studies.  

PET imaging with [11C](R)-PK11195 shows increased ligand binding in 8 

subjects with AD (41). Brain regions such as the temporal gyri, the cingulated cortex and 

the entorhinal cortex show increased [11C](R)-PK11195 retention. However, this study 

also reported high levels of [11C](R)-PK11195 binding in regions traditionally not 

involved in AD such as the thalamus and the brainstem (41). The authors interpret these 

findings arising due to a mechanism called “synaptic stripping” that may be the result of 

increased brain macrophage activation in regions connected by synapses to areas of 

pathology. It is also possible that these signals may arise from non-specific [11C](R)-

PK11195 binding. In such cases it is vital that PET findings be compared to 

histopathology to confirm the presence of activated brain macrophages. It is obviously 

not possible to conduct such comparisons in human in vivo PET studies, which 

emphasize the need to compare human histopathologic data with ligand binding studies to 

determine if the underlying neuropathology corresponds to ligand binding. 

The role of activated brain macrophages in AD is still not clearly understood 

(reviewed in (16, 219)). The neurotoxic role of brain macrophages draws support from 

several in vitro studies (reviewed in (27, 102)), while other studies suggest a beneficial 

role to brain macrophages in promoting phagocytosis of Aβ (150, 224).  Moreover, 

clinical trials aimed at reducing the extent of neuroinflammation have suggested either 

reduction in the occurrence of the disease prior to the onset of AD (119, 233) or no 

effects in patients with mild-moderate AD (6). Brain macrophages may also play a role in 

immunization therapies by promoting phagocytosis of Aβ (22, 85, 179, 218). Detecting 

brain macrophages in vivo in AD may be of vital importance in defining the role of brain 

macrophages in progression of disease as well as the effectiveness of therapeutic 
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strategies targeted at modulating the immune system. Our studies suggest that PK11195 

may be one such tool, which may help delineate the role of brain macrophages in the 

treatment and pathology of AD. 
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3.4 UTILITY OF THE PERIPHERAL BENZODIAZEPINE RECEPTOR 

LIGANDS DA1106 AND PK11195 TO IMAGE BRAIN MACROPHAGES IN RAT 

MODELS OF NEUROINFLAMMATION IN VIVO 

3.4.1 Abstract 

Activation of brain macrophages is seen in several neurological disorders and is thought 

to contribute to disease progression. Activated brain macrophages can be imaged in vivo 

using PET by taking advantage of increased expression of the peripheral benzodiazepine 

receptor in these cells in neuroinflammation. PK11195 is a ligand that binds specifically 

to the peripheral benzodiazepine receptor and has been used to image activated brain 

macrophages in a number of neuroinflammatory conditions. DAA1106 is a newer ligand 

that has been reported to bind to the peripheral benzodiazepine receptor with a higher 

affinity than PK11195. We compared the binding characteristics of both these ligands in 

normal brain tissue as well as rat models of neuroinflammation. [3H]-DAA1106 showed 

higher binding affinities compared with [3H](R)-PK11195 in brain tissue derived from 

normal rats and humans. [3H]-DAA1106 also bound with higher affinity when compared 

with [3H](R)-PK11195 in brain tissue derived from rats injected with 6-

hydroxydopamine. Ex-vivo autoradiography showed greater retention of [11C]-

DAA1106 compared to [11C](R)-PK11195 in the brains of rats injected with 

lipopolysaccaride. Further, PET imaging of rats lesioned with 6-hydroxydopamine 

showed increased retention of [11C]-DAA1106 compared to controls in vivo. These 

results indicate that DAA1106 binds with higher affinities to the site of lesion in animal 

models of neuroinflammation when compared with PK11195, suggesting that DAA1106 

may be a better ligand to image activated brain macrophages in vivo.  
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3.4.2 Introduction 

Activation of brain macrophages is a significant component of several neurodegenerative 

disorders. Phagocytic functions of these cells help in clearing debris at sites of neuronal 

death and damage (135). However, activated brain macrophages are also hypothesized to 

promote neurodegenerative in several disorders such as Alzheimer’s disease, HIV 

associated dementia and Parkinson’s diseases (102). On activation, brain macrophages 

are hypothesized to secrete neurotoxins such as interleukins (96, 208), tumor necrosis 

factor α (53), free radicals (52), nitric oxide (51), proteinases (61) and eicosanoids (114) 

which are thought to trigger various cellular processes including cell death cascades in 

neurons (235). In several of these disorders, therapeutic strategies are aimed at 

modulating the inflammatory process (132). If brain macrophage activation could be 

evaluated during life, it would be possible to identify developing neuroinflammatory 

damage and monitor efficacy of therapies targeted at decreasing neuroinflammation. 

Several studies suggest that brain macrophages can be imaged in vivo using 

positron emission tomography with ligands specific to the peripheral benzodiazepine 

receptor (PBR) (17). Unlike the central benzodiazepine receptor, PBR is expressed at 

relatively low levels in the normal brain on resting brain macrophage and astrocytes (42, 

45). Ex vivo autoradiography and in vitro studies show increased expression of PBR in 

activated brain macrophages in neurological diseases such as multiple sclerosis and 

experimental autoimmune encephalitis (20, 246), stroke (231) and in brain trauma (204).  

Various ligands have been synthesized that bind specifically to PBR. Labeling 

these ligands with 3H and 11C has enabled their use in autoradiography and PET 

respectively. Of these ligands PK11195, a lipid soluble isoquinoline carboxamide shows 

rapid uptake into the central nervous system across the blood brain barrier and has been 

extensively characterized (17). [11C](R)-PK11195 has been used to label activated brain 

macrophage in patients with multiple sclerosis (20, 69) Rasmussen’s encephalitis (18), 

stroke (206), Herpes encephalitis (43), gliomas (191), Multiple System Atrophy (95), 

animal models of HIV encephalitis (245) and AD (41). 

A newer ligand, DAA1106 [N-(2,5-dimethoxybenzyl)-N-(4-uoro-2-

phenoxyphenyl) acetamide] is an aryloxyanilide derivative, that binds selectively and 
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with higher affinity to PBR compared to PK11195 (47). This is reflected by its low 

dissociation constant (kd) assessed in mitochondrial fractions derived from the rat 

cerebral cortex (47). Due to high affinity, DAA1106 may serve as a more efficient ligand 

to label PBR in the brain in neuroinflammtion (149, 262). In this report our goal is to 

determine the utility of DAA1106 to image activated brain macrophages activation in 

animal models of neuroinflammation in vivo. 

We first compare binding characteristics of [3H]-labeled PK11195 and DAA1106 

in tissues using filtration binding techniques followed by in vivo binding comparisons 

utilizing [11C] labeled ligands. We report that DAA1106 displays higher binding affinity 

to PBR in comparison with PK11195 in normal brain tissue and brain tissue obtained 

from rats injected with either lipopolysaccharide (LPS) or 6-hydroxydopamine (6-

OHDA). Ex vivo autoradiography showed that [11C]-DAA1106 was retained at higher 

levels compared to [11C](R)-PK11195 at the site of lesion in LPS-injected rats. PET 

imaging in 6-OHDA lesioned rats showed increased [11C]-DAA1106 compared to 

controls in vivo. These data suggest that DAA1106 binds to PBR with higher affinity 

compared to PK11195 and may be a better ligand in imaging brain macrophages in vivo 

with PET.  

3.4.3 Methods 

Animals 

All animals were housed and maintained according to standards of the 

Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Laboratory Animal Care, and 

experiments were approved by the University of Pittsburgh Institutional 

Animal Care and Use Committee. Male Sprague-Dawley rats (300-350g) were injected 

with either 50µg lipopolysaccaride (LPS, Sigma, St Louis, MO) or 20µg 6-

hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA, Sigma, St Louis, MO) into the striatum. Surgical 

procedures were conducted as described earlier (113). Briefly, animals were anesthetized 

with Equithesin [3.0 mg/kg; 258 mM chloral hydrate/20% (vol/vol) propylene glycol/86 

mM MgSO4/20% (wt/vol) Nembutal (sodium pentobarbital)] and were injected 

sterotaxically with either 6-OHDA or LPS into the striatum with the help of a cannula 
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(coordinates: +0.8 mm anterior-posterior; +2.7 mm medial-lateral from bregma; -5.0 mm 

dorsal-ventral from dura). Animals were allowed to recover after surgery and were 

housed for 4 days following LPS injections or 21 days following 6-OHDA injections, 

following which they were imaged with PET.  

Tissue processing 

Following PET scans, animals were sacrificed and the brain was removed. Brian tissue 

was either processed to obtain frozen sections for autoradiography or paraffin sections for 

immunohistochemistry. Brain tissue from the cerebellum, occipital cortex and basal 

ganglia was dissected out from three control/normal rats. Similarly, tissue from the 

frontal cortex, cerebellum and basal ganglia was dissected out from three control/normal 

human brains obtained from the University of Pittsburgh Brain bank. In three animals 

injected with LPS and three animals injected with 6-OHDA the ipsilateral and 

contralateral striatum was dissected out. Brain tissue from each of these cases was then 

weighed and homogenized in ice-cold 50 mM HEPES buffer (pH 7.4). Homogenates 

were washed four times by centrifugation at 40,000 g for 20 min at 40C and protein 

values were estimated using the BCA protein assay kit before using homogenates in 

filtration binding experiments (Pierce, Rockford, IL).  

Filtration radioligand binding assays 

Tissue samples (total protein concentration ranging from 150 to 200 µg) were incubated 

with either 0.5-64 nM [3H](R)-PK11195 (sp. Act., 89.9 Ci/mmol; NEN Life Sciences 

Products, Boston, MA) or [3H]-DAA1106 (sp. Act., 80 Ci/mmol; American Radiolabeled 

Chemical, St Lousi, MO)  at 40C for 2 hr in a final volume of 250 µl of HEPES. This was 

defined as total binding. Nonspecific binding was determined by the inclusion of 10 µM 

PK11195 or 10 µM DAA11106 respectively. The reaction was terminated by filtration 

through glass fiber filters harvester (Brandel, Gaithersburg, MD) presoaked in 0.3% 

polyethyleneimine by the addition of ice-cold HEPES in a vacuum cell harvester 

(Brandel, Gaithersburg, MD). Filter bound radioactivity was counted in a liquid 

scintillation spectrometer (Tricarb liquid scintillation counter, Perkin Elmer life sciences, 

Wellesley, MA) after the addition of 6 mls of liquid scintillation fluid (Perkin Elmer life 
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sciences, Wellesley, MA). Specific binding at each concentration of [3H]-ligand was 

defined as the difference between total binding and nonspecific binding and ranged from 

80-90% of total binding. All samples were run in duplicate. Bmax in fmoles per mg 

protein and kd in nM were determined using PRISM software (Graphpad, San Diego, 

CA).  

Immunohistochemistry 

Immunostaining and laser confocal microscopic imaging was performed as described 

before (245). Paraffin embedded sections obtained from transgenic mice and controls 

were stained with antibodies to GFAP (mouse monoclonal, DAKO, Carpinteria, CA), or 

ED1 (anti-rat CD68, mouse monoclonal, Serotec, Raleigh, NC), or tyrosine hydroxylase 

(rabbit polyclonal, Covance research products, Denver, PA) used at concentrations 

1:1000, 1:100 and 1:1000 respectively. Sections were then incubated with Cy5-

conjugated goat anti-mouse or Cy3-conjugated anti-rabbit IgG at a concentration of 1:200 

(Jackson Immunoresearch Laboratories Inc., West Grove, PA). Immunostained sections 

were then scanned on a laser confocal microscope (LSM 150, Zeiss, Heidelberg, 

Germany). 

Ex-vivo autoradiography 

Rats injected with LPS were anesthetized and injected intravenously with either of [11C]-

DAA1106 or [11C](R)-PK11195 (1-2 mCi). The animals were sacrificed 30 minutes later 

and the brain was rapidly removed. The cortex was sectioned coronally into 2mm 

sections and mounted on a plastic film and apposed to a phosphor screen 

(PhosphorImager SI system, Molecular Dynamics, Sunnyvale, CA) for 20 minutes and 

then imaged on a phosphorimager (PhosphorImager SI system, Molecular Dynamics, 

Sunnyvale, CA). Brain sections were then fixed and processed for 

immunohistochemistry. 

PET imaging 

High specific activity [11C](R)-PK11195 ([N-methyl-11C]-PK11195) and [11C]-

DAA1106 ([N-methyl-11C]-DAA1106) were produced at the UPMC PET Facility using 

methods similar to those previously described (245, 262). Chemical and radiochemical 
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purities were ≥95% with specific activities ≥2.0 Ci/µmol at the end of a 40 min synthesis. 

Typical end of synthesis yields of high purity [11C](R)-PK11195 was in the range of 40-

100 mCi. 

Rats were imaged using microPET with [11C](R)-PK11195 and [11C]-DAA1106 

in succession. In ligand displacement studies, some animals were injected with a 

displacing dose of unlabeled DAA1106 (1.0 mg/kg) 15 min after injection of [11C](R)-

PK11195 or [11C]-DAA1106. Data were reconstructed using the 3D Ordered Subsets 

Expectation Maximum (OSEM) algorithm for maximal image quality and image 

resolution. Regional brain radioactivity concentration were summed over the scan frames 

at various time points was normalized to both the injected dose of [11C]-ligand and the 

body mass of the animal (%ID/Kg*g) to represent a semi-quantitative measure of [11C]-

ligand binding. Regions-of-interest (ROI) were defined on summed PET images and 

applied to the dynamic PET images to generate time-activity curves.  

Autoradiography 

Autoradiography was performed as described earlier (245). Briefly, 15 µm thick frozen 

brain sections were placed on SuperfrostTm glass slides (Sigma, St Louis, MO) and 

incubated in ice-cold 50 mM TRIS-HEPES (pH 7.4) containing 1 nM [3H](R)-PK11195 

(sp. Act., 89.9 Ci/mmol; NEN Life Sciences Products, Boston, MA) or 1 nM [3H]-

DAA1106 for 30 min. Specificity of binding was ensured by the inclusion of 10 µM 

PK11195 (Sigma, St Louis, MO)  or 10 µM DAA1106 in parallel sections. The sections 

were mounted with a layer of autoradiographic LM-1 emulsion (Amersham, UK), were 

developed after 4 weeks and imaged on the confocal microscope.  

Statistical analysis  

Data were analyzed using PRISM software (Graphpad, San Diego, CA). Student’s t tests 

or one-way ANOVA tests with post-test Bonferroni correction and 95% confidence 

intervals were used to analyze data.  
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3.4.4 Results 

[3H]-DAA1106 shows higher binding affinity compared to [3H](R)-PK11195 in 

normal human and rat brain tissue. 

We used saturation filtration binding to compare [3H]-DAA1106 specific binding with 

that of [3H](R)-PK11195 in normal human (n=3) and rat (n=3) brain tissue. Brain tissue 

from the frontal cortex, cerebellum and basal ganglia were dissected from three 

postmortem samples of patients with no CNS pathology. Brain tissue from cerebellum, 

basal ganglia and the occipital cortex of three adult rats was dissected out. Tissue was 

weighed, homogenized in 50 mM HEPES (pH 7.4) and protein values were determined 

using the BCA protein assay kit. Homogenized tissue was incubated with either 0.5-64 

nM [3H](R)-PK11195 or 0.2 to 20 nM [3H]-DAA1106 to obtain total binding values. 

Nonspecific binding was determined in parallel by including 10µM PK11195 or 10µM 

DAA1106 respectively. Specific binding at each given concentration of  [3H]-ligand was 

defined as the difference between total binding and nonspecific binding. Bmax and kd 

values reflective of the total number of binding sites per mg protein and binding affinity 

of the ligand to PBR respectively were determined using PRISM software.  

We first compared the affinity of binding of these two ligands to PBR reflected by 

an inverse proportionality to the dissociation constant kd. Binding affinity for [3H]-

DAA1106 compared to [3H](R)-PK11195 was significantly higher reflected by a five to 

six fold lower kd in all brain regions assessed in normal human and rat brain tissue in 

(Figure 21 B and D). Bmax values were uniformly lower with [3H]-DAA1106 

compared to [3H](R)-PK11195 in both human and rat brain tissue but did not approach 

statistical significance (Figure 21 A and C).  
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Figure 21 [3H]-DAA1106 shows higher binding affinity to PBR when compared with 

[3H](R)-PK11195 

Filtration binding was assessed in normal human brain tissue (n=3, top panel) and normal rat brain tissue 

(n=3, lower panel) using [3H]-DAA1106 and [3H](R)-PK11195. The Bmax (fmols/mg), reflective of the 

total number of binding sites was calculated for both ligands is shown in the left panel (A & C) and the kd 

(nM) reflective of the binding affinity of the ligands to PBR is shown in the right panel (B & D). 

CB=Cerebellum, FC=Frontal Cortex, BG=Basal Ganglia, and OC=Occipital Cortex. Data analyzed using 

student’s t test. 

 (A, C) Bmax with [3H]-DAA1106 assessed in normal human (A) and rat (C) brain tissue was uniformly 

lower than [3H](R)-PK11195 but did not approach statistical significance. 
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(B, D) kd with [3H]-DAA1106 was significantly lower with [3H]-DAA1106 than [3H](R)-PK11195 in all 

brain regions of both human (B) and rat (D) brain tissue , ***p<0.0001, **p<0.001, *p<0.01. 

 

Figure 22 Rat models of neuroinflammation show increased [3H]-DAA1106 and  

[3H](R)-PK11195 

(A-D) Rats were injected with either 20µg of 6-OHDA (A-C) or 50µg of LPS into the striatum (D). Brain 

sections were then stained with tyrosine hydroxylase (TH, marker for dopaminergic terminals, A & 

B) or CD68 (ED1, marker for rat brain macrophages, C&D). Rats injected with 6-OHDA showed a 

decrease in tyrosine hydroxylase staining in the ipsilateral (B) compared to contralateral side (A). 

Rats injected with 6-OHDA (C) and LPS (D) showed activated brain macrophages in the striatum. 
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(E-F) Brain sections obtained from 6-OHDA injected rats were incubated with 1nM [3H]-DAA1106 either 

without (E) or with 1µM DAA1106 (F). [3H]-DAA1106 binds to the lesioned area (E) and is 

competed out by DAA1106 (F), indicating that the binding is specific. 

(G-H) Brain sections obtained from 6-OHDA injected rats were incubated with 1nM [3H](R)-PK11195 

either without (G) or with 1µM PK11195 (H). [3H](R)-PK11195 binds to the lesioned area (G) and 

is competed out by DAA1106 (H), indicating that the binding is specific. 

Rat models of neuroinflammation 

PK11195 binding is higher in CNS tissue in response to neuroinflammatory lesions (17). 

We sought to determine if DAA1106 similarly shows an increase in specific binding in 

neuroinflammation. We also wanted to determine if the high binding affinity of 

DAA1106 observed in normal human tissue is seen in neuroinflammation. We used two 

well-characterized rat models of neuroinflammation. Rats were injected with 20 µg of 6-

hydroxydopamine (6-OHDA) (as a model for Parkinson’s disease) or 50 µg of 

lipopolysaccaride (LPS) into the striatum. Rats were sacrificed 3 weeks and 4 days post 

injection respectively, as maximal neuroinflammation was seen at these time points in 

each of the two models (data not shown). In 6-OHDA lesioned animals, tyrosine 

hydroxylase staining was significantly decreased  (Figure 22 A and B) along with 

increased staining for the brain macrophage marker (rat CD68) on the ipsilateral side 

compared to the contralateral side (Figure 22 C). LPS injected rats showed increased 

staining for the activated brain macrophage marker (rat CD68) on the ipsilateral side 

compared to the contralateral side (Figure 22 D). PK11195 and DAA1106 binding 

characteristics were then compared in each of these two models. 

[3H]-DAA1106 shows higher binding affinity compared to [3H](R)-PK11195 in 

brain tissue obtained from rats lesioned with 6-OHDA. 

We assessed Bmax and kd values for each ligand in the ipsilateral and contralateral side 

of rats lesioned with 6-OHDA (n=3). Bmax values were significantly higher on the 

ipsilateral side compared with the contralateral side with either [3H]-DAA1106 or 

[3H](R)-PK11195 (Figure 23 A). On comparing the two ligands with each other, Bmax 

values did not differ significantly in the same brain region, but kd values were 

significantly lower with [3H]-DAA1106 (Figure 23 A and B). These results were 
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confirmed with autoradiography in frozen sections that showed specific binding of [3H]-

DAA1106 (Figure 22 E and F) and [3H](R)-PK11195 at the site of the lesion in 6-

OHDA lesioned rats (Figure 22 G and H).  These results suggest that [3H]-DAA1106 

binding sites (Bmax) increase in sites of brain inflammation similar to [3H](R)-PK11195. 

Further, [3H]-DAA1106 displays higher binding affinity compared with [3H](R)-

PK11195 in neuroinflammation. 

 
Figure 23 [3H]-DAA1106 shows higher affinity binding compared with [3H](R)-PK11195 in 

6-OHDA injected rats. 

Filtration binding was assessed in rat striatal brain tissue injected with 20µg 6-OHDA (n=3) using [3H]-

DAA1106 and [3H](R)-PK11195.  

(A) The Bmax (fmols/mg), reflective of the total number of binding sites was significantly higher in 

the area ipsilateral to the lesion compared with the area contralateral to the lesion with [3H]-

DAA1106 and [3H](R)-PK11195. [3H]-DAA1106 and [3H](R)-PK11195 Bmax did not differ 

within the same area. 
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(B) The kd (nM), reflective of the ligand binding affinity was not different between the ipsilateral and 

the contralateral regions with the same ligand. However, the kd with [3H]-DAA1106 was 

significantly lower than with [3H](R)-PK11195 in both ipsillateral and contralateral regions. 

Ex-vivo binding analysis shows increased brain retention of [11C]-DAA1106 

compared to [11C](R)-PK11195 in rats lesioned with LPS. 

 [11C]-DAA1106 or [11C](R)-PK11195 (1-2mCi) was injected intravenously into rats 

lesioned with LPS (n=3, each). After a 30-minute uptake the animals were sacrificed, the 

brain was rapidly and sectioned coronally (2mm thick) and imaged on a phosphorimager. 

While both ligands showed retention, [11C]-DAA1106 binding was higher compared to 

[11C](R)-PK11195 at the site of the lesion (Figure 24 A-D). These results are consistent 

with the filtration binding studies suggesting that DAA1106 has higher binding affinity 

compared to PK11195 in neuroinflammation. 

 

 
Figure 24 Ex vivo autoradiography shows higher [11C]-DAA1106 retention compared to 

[11C](R)-PK11195 in rats lesioned with LPS. 
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Rats (n=3) lesioned with 50µg LPS were injected with either [11C]-DAA1106 or [11C](R)-PK11195 (1-

2mCi) intravenously. Brain sections were obtained after a 30-minute uptake and imaged on a 

phosphorimager. 

(A & C) [11C]-DAA1106 retention was observed in lesioned area, but not the contralateral area. 

(B & D) [11C](R)-PK11195 retention was also observed in lesioned area, but at lower levels when 

compared with [11C]-DAA1106. 

PET imaging in with [11C]-DAA1106 in normal rats 

We conducted a series of PET imaging experiments in normal rats to compare the kinetic 

behavior of [11C]-DAA1106 with [11C](R)-PK11195. We injected either [11C]-

DAA1106 or [11C](R)-PK11195 into anesthetized animals and positioned them in the 

microPET scanner to image the brain, heart and lung. To demonstrate specific binding, 

we injected a displacing dose of unlabeled DAA1106 (1.0 mg/kg) 15 min after injection 

of [11C](R)-PK11195 or [11C]-DAA1106.  Time-activity curves of radioactivity 

concentrations were expressed as percent-injected dose per gram normalized by body 

mass (%ID*kg/g, Y-axis) (Figure 25).  

In rat myocardium where PBR sites are known to be abundant, kinetics of 

[11C](R)-PK11195 and [11C]-DAA1106 were similar and both were effectively 

displaced by unlabeled DAA1106 (Figure 25 B, black and red triangles).  Clearance of 

[11C](R)-PK11195 from lung was much faster than [11C]-DAA1106, though both were 

displaced by unlabeled DAA1106 (Figure 25 B, black and red circles). In the rat brain 

[11C]-DAA1106 was effectively displaced by unlabeled DAA1106 (Figure 25 A, red 

triangles). [11C](R)-PK11195 showed an initial displacement followed by brief upswing 

before renewed clearance from brain (Figure 25 A, black triangles). This upswing may 

be the result of recirculation of [11C](R)-PK11195 displaced from peripheral tissues, 

such as the heart and lung (Figure 25 B, black triangles and circles) by the high affinity 

DAA1106 ligand. These studies complement blocking studies of [11C]-DAA1106 with 

unlabeled DAA1106 (1.0 mg/kg) and higher doses (5-10 mg/kg) of unlabeled PK11195 

(149).  
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PET imaging with [11C]-DAA1106 shows increased brain retention compared to 

[11C](R)-PK11195 in 6-OHDA lesioned rats 

[11C]-DAA1106 and [11C](R)-PK11195 were then used sequentially to image rats 

lesioned with 6-OHDA (n=2). When compared with  [11C](R)-PK11195, [11C]-

DAA1106 showed increased brain retention in 6-OHDA lesioned animals as compared to 

normal rats (Figure 26). However, due to limited resolution with PET imaging and the 

small size of the rat brain compared to the human brain, both ligands were unable to 

distinguish between the lesioned and the non-lesioned brain hemispheres in the same 

animal. However, ligand retention was significantly higher in the lesioned animals 

compared to controls. Further, [11C]-DAA1106 showed increased retention compared to 

[11C](R)-PK11195, consistent with our filtration binding and ex-vivo autoradiography 

results suggesting that DAA1106 shows higher affinity to PBR and hence, significantly 

higher retention at sites of neuroinflammation. 

 
Figure 25 [11C]-DAA1106 specific binding in normal rats 

The kinetics of [11C]-DAA1106 or [11C](R)-PK11195 injected in normal rats was followed in the brain, 

heart and lungs in vivo using PET. A displacing does of 1mg/ kg DAA1106 was injected 15 minutes 

(indicated by the dotted black line) after initial the [11C]-ligand administration. Time-activity curves of 
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radioactivity concentrations are expressed as percent-injected dose per gram normalized by body mass 

(%ID*kg/g, Y-axis) plotted against time (minutes, X-axis). 

(A) PET imaging of the brain revealed [11C]-DAA1106 retention (red open squares), which was 

displaced by DAA1106 (red triangles), indicating that [11C]-DAA1106 binding was specific. 

[11C](R)-PK11195 binding showed an initial displacement followed by brief upswing before 

renewed clearance from brain. 

(B) [11C]-DAA1106 retention in the lung (red circles) and myocardium (red triangles) were displaced 

by DAA1106 indicating specific binding in both these organs. Similarly, [11C](R)-PK11195 

binding was displaced by DAA1106 in both the lung (black circles) and myocardium (black 

triangles). 

 
Figure 26 [11C]-DAA1106 binding is higher in 6-OHDA lesioned animals compared to 

controls 

Rats lesioned with 6-OHDA were imaged sequentially with [11C]-DAA1106 and [11C](R)-PK11195 (n=2) 

and compared with control non-injected rats (n=1). [11C]-DAA1106 binding was significantly higher in 6-

OHDA lesioned rats (red squares) compared to the control (red circles). 
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3.4.5 Discussion 

PK11195 is a ligand that specifically binds to PBR expressed in low levels in the normal 

brain and is enriched in brain macrophages in neurological disorders (41, 45). PK11195 

has been used to label brain macrophages in a number of neurodegenerative disorders 

(reviewed in (42)). In this study, we compared the binding characteristics of a newer PBR 

ligand DAA1106 with PK11195 in brain tissues and in rat models of neuroinflammation 

in vivo. We first used filtration binding analyses to compare the pharmacologic properties 

of DAA1106 with PK11195 in normal human and rat brain tissues, followed by binding 

studies in brain tissues obtained from rats lesioned with either LPS or 6-OHDA. In all the 

filtration binding experiments using [3H] labeled ligands, the binding affinity of 

DAA1106 to PBR was significantly higher than PK11195, reflected by a 5-6 fold lower 

dissociation constant (kd). The Bmax, reflective of the number of binding sites, was 

uniformly lower with DAA1106 but was not significantly different from PK11195. Ex-

vivo autoradiography experiments utilizing [11C] labeled ligands, showed increased 

brain retention of DAA1106 compared to PK11195. DAA1106 thus shows similar 

properties as PK11195 and rapidly penetrates the blood brain barrier to enter the CNS. 

Further, [11C]-DAA1106 was displaced by DAA1106 in the brain suggesting [11C]-

DAA1106 binding was specific. Finally, [11C]-DAA1106 showed increased retention in 

6-OHDA lesioned animals compared to [11C](R)-PK11195 binding and controls.  These 

data suggest that DAA1106 binds to PBR with higher affinity and can detect 

neuroinflammation in vivo using PET. 

Our results showing higher PBR-ligand binding in rats injected with either LPS or 

6-OHDA are consistent with previously published studies (31, 56, 212). However, 

Cicchetti et. al. report the ability to distinguish between the ipsilateral and contralateral 

regions of 6-OHDA lesioned animals using PET with [11C](R)-PK11195 (56). In our 

experience, the resolution of PET along with the small size of the rat brain did not enable 

us to distinguish between ipsilateral and contralateral regions with either [11C](R)-

PK11195 or [11C]-DAA1106. However, animals lesioned with 6-OHDA showed 

increased brain retention of both ligands compared to controls. This binding was specific 

as it was displaced by cold DAA1106 in control animals. 
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[11C](R)-PK11195 has been used extensively to image neuroinflammation in 

vivo using PET (42). Studies in AD patients showed high [11C](R)-PK11195 binding in 

the entorhinal, temporoparietal and cingulate cortex, which are brain regions that show 

the highest degree of AD pathology (41). However, this study also reported high levels of 

[11C](R)-PK11195 binding in regions not involved in AD such as the thalamus and the 

brainstem (41). The authors interpret these findings arising due to a mechanism called 

“synaptic stripping” that may be the result of increased brain macrophage activation in 

regions synaptically connected to areas of pathology. It is also possible that these signals 

may arise from non-specific [11C](R)-PK11195 binding. Similarly, a recent report using 

[11C](R)-PK11195 to image activated brain macrophages in ALS patients showed high 

binding in the occipital cortex, regions of the prefrontal cortex, and the thalamus, which 

are areas that are not traditionally implicated in ALS pathology (238). Both these studies 

were not followed up by neuropathologic assessments with filtration binding analyses (to 

determine ligand-receptor binding characteristics), and the presence of activated brain 

macrophages in regions traditionally not involved in the disease pathology cannot be 

ruled out. However, these findings may be attributed to some degree of non-specific 

binding of PK11195, underscoring the importance of using a ligand with high specific 

binding to PBR. The higher affinity of DAA1106 to PBR may be able to address some of 

these concerns.  

In conclusion, DAA1106 shows higher affinity to PBR, reflected by a 5-6 fold 

lowers kd, in comparison to PK11195 in both human and rat brain tissues. DAA1106 was 

also effectively crossed the blood brain barrier and was retained at higher levels in rats 

lesioned with either LPS or 6-OHDA. These results suggest that DAA1106 may be a 

better ligand than PK11195 to image neuroinflammation in vivo using PET. 
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4.0  OVERALL DISCUSSION  

4.1.1 Summary 

Neuroinflammation is seen in several neurodegenerative disorders and constitutes a 

significant component of the underlying pathology. In this body of work, we take 

advantage of increased PBR expression on brain macrophages to image these cells in 

vivo utilizing PET. We utilize two specific PBR ligands, PK11195 and DAA1106, to 

compare ligand binding in (1) human postmortem brain tissue and animal models of 

neuroinflammation (2) cell culture systems to dissect out relative contributions to ligand 

binding from macrophages and astrocytes and (3) animal models of disease utilizing 

PET.  

Specifically, we found that SIV infected macaques that show higher levels of 

[11C](R)-PK11195 binding corresponded to the presence of SIV encephalitis on post 

mortem examination. Macaques that did not show an increase in [11C](R)-PK11195 

binding did not exhibit SIVE. Brain post mortem [3H](R)-PK11195 binding was 

significantly higher in SIVE macaques from controls due to an increase in the number of 

binding sites (Bmax) with no significant changes in binding affinity (Kd) and correlated 

with in vivo binding measured with PET. Brain regions with elevated PK11195 binding 

on PET and filtration assays correlated with abundant activated macrophages but not with 

activated astrocytes or neurons quantified by laser confocal microscopy. Finally, 

combined autoradiography and immunostaining identified macrophages, but not 

astrocytes as the cells with highest [3H](R)-PK11195 binding. 

HIV encephalitic brain tissue showed a significant increase in binding with both 

PK11195 and DAA1106 compared to HIV infected, non-encephalitic controls and non-

infected brain tissue. We also saw an increase in [3H]-DAA1106 binding in SIVE tissue 
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compared to SIV infected, non-encephalitic and non-infected tissue. Increased expression 

was specific to macrophages as determined by combined immunohistochemistry and 

autoradiography in SIVE tissue. In tissue culture experiments, we found increased 

[3H](R)-PK11195 binding in macrophages activated with LPS or INF-γ compared to 

unactivated macrophages, astrocytes activated with dCAMP and unactivated astrocytes. 

Similar results were seen in mitochondrial fractions harvested from activated and 

unactivated macrophages and astrocytes using [3H]-DAA1106. Increase in [3H](R)-

PK11195 binding was also seen in macrophages infected with HIV-1 ADAM, peaking at 

14 days post infection and reaching a plateau by 21 days post infection. Astrocytes 

treated with supernatants derived from HIV-1 ADMA infected macrophages did not 

show a significant increase in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding compared to untreated cultures. 

The increase in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in LPS treated macrophages was reversed 

using inhibitors of PI3-kinase, but not a MEK-1/2 inhibitor. 

In postmortem brain tissue obtained from AD subjects we found increased 

[3H](R)-PK11195 binding in the frontal cortex but not the cerebellum, suggesting that 

the increase in [3H](R)-PK11195 binding was specific to regions of AD pathology. Mice 

expressing the APPSwe/PSEN1-DeltaE9 mutations showed an in vivo, age-dependent 

moderate increase in [11C](R)-PK11195 binding compared with controls. 

Immunohistochemical examination of brain tissue from transgenic mice and AD showed 

significant differences in extent of neuroinflammation. AD postmortem tissue showed an 

increase in both brain macrophages and astrocytes, while brain tissue from Tg mice 

showed an increase in mainly astrocytes.  

On comparing the pharmacologic characteristics of DAA1106 with PK11195, we 

found that the binding affinity of DAA1106 to PBR was significantly higher than 

PK11195, reflected by a 5-6 fold lower dissociation constant (kd). The Bmax, reflective 

of the number of binding sites, was uniformly lower with DAA1106 but was not 

significantly different from PK11195. Ex-vivo autoradiography experiments utilizing 

[11C] labeled ligands, showed increased brain retention of DAA1106 compared to 

PK11195. In PET experiments, [11C]-DAA1106 was displaced by DAA1106 in the brain 

suggesting that in vivo [11C]-DAA1106 binding was specific. Finally, [11C]-DAA1106 
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showed increased retention in 6-OHDA lesioned animals compared to [11C](R)-

PK11195 binding and controls. 

These results taken together suggest that ligands to PBR specifically label brain 

macrophages and can be used to image these cells in vivo using PET in 

neuroinflammation. 

4.1.2 Discussion and future directions 

PBR can be used to label brain macrophages in vivo in neuroinflammation 

We have shown that ligands to PBR can label brain macrophages in many 

neurodegenerative disorders including HIV encephalitis, Alzheimer’s disease and animal 

models of Parkinson’s disease. These data taken together suggest that increased 

expression of PBR is a common aspect of neuroinflammation and can be used to image 

brain macrophages in vivo. Our findings support the hypothesis that PBR-ligand binding 

may be a surrogate marker of activated brain macrophages and active loci of 

neuroinflammation in neurodegenerative disease. Although, the pathogenesis of these 

various diseases differ enormously, the common finding that PBR is expressed in brain 

macrophages in these diseases suggests that mechanisms and pathways responsible for 

brain macrophage activation are similar in these diseases.  

In future experiments, we will expand on determining the biochemical processes 

that link PBR expression with brain macrophage activation. Our initial results suggest 

that PBR expression is mediated by the activation of the PI3K/Akt pathway. We will 

utilize cell culture systems to dissect out this pathway in relation to both brain 

macrophage activation and PBR expression in more detail.  

What is the function of PBR in activated brain macrophages? 

The functional significance of increased PBR in activated brain macrophages is not 

known.  It is part of a hetero-oligomeric complex comprised of the voltage-dependent 

anion channel and an adenine nucleotide carrier forming the mitochondrial permeability 

transition pore (160). It is thought to be involved in neurosteroid synthesis by serving to 

transport cholesterol from the outer to the inner mitochondrial membranes (190). As a 
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constituent of the mitochondrial permeability transition pore it is thought to regulate cell 

death (160) and mitochondrial respiration (117). PBR overexpression in many cell types 

has also been shown to protect against various apoptotic insults including the cytopathic 

effects of sindbis and myxoma viral infections (80, 125). Forced PBR expression in 

neurons in vivo and jurkat cells in vitro protects these cells against apoptosis (125, 234). 

PBR upregulation in testicular leydig cells protects them from cytokine-induced toxicity 

(20, 237). This is also seen in blood phagocytic cells where PBR protects against oxidant 

induced cell death (44). 

Several proteins involved in apoptosis including Bcl-2, Bcl-Xl and Bax have also 

been shown to physically interact with the voltage dependent anion channel and the 

adenine nucleotide carrier (62, 112). PBR can thus influence the cell death processes 

either by directly affecting the molecular components of the pore or through indirect 

effects by interfering with interactions of the voltage dependent anion channel and the 

adenine nucleotide carrier with pro-apoptotic proteins like Bax (46). These hypotheses 

draw support from kainic acid-injected rats, where hippocampal PBR is increased by 20 

fold with no significant increases in either the voltage dependent anion channel or the 

adenine nucleotide carrier (244). Increases in only the PBR component of the pore might 

result in altering both the channel properties and altering interactions of other pore 

proteins with pro-apoptotic mediators.  

The biochemical mechanisms by which selective increase in expression of PBR in 

activated brain macrophages in several of these CNS diseases is not understood (91). In 

pancreatic islet cells, testicular leydig cells, the cytokines TNF-α, IFN-γ and IL-1β 

caused an increase in mitochondrial PBR mRNA and [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in a 

transcription dependent manner (20, 237). In the CNS, rats injected with IL-1, or TNF-α , 

or LPS resulted in increased [3H](R)-PK11195 binding to brain macrophages (31, 35). 

IL-1 and TNF-α also increase [3H](R)-PK11195 binding in cultured astrocytes (65). 

Finally, in Experimental Autoimmune Encephalitis, IL-6 and TNF-α expression profiles 

correlate with increase in spinal cord [3H](R)-PK11195 binding (5). These data suggest 

that cytokines increase PBR expression in various cell types including macrophages. 

However, the mechanisms mediating this increase are not known. Cellular upregulation 
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of PBR in these systems may serve as a protective strategy against cytokine toxicity by 

altering mitochondrial permeability transition and consequent cell death.  

Since brain macrophages are themselves sources of cytokines and several other 

toxic products, it is possible that the function of PBR in activated brain macrophages is to 

protect them from self-generated toxins by influencing mitochondrial permeability 

transition and preventing apoptosis of these cells in the CNS. We hypothesize that PBR 

expression in brain macrophages prevents these cells from undergoing toxin-induced cell 

death in neurodegenerative disorders.  

To test this hypothesis, we will first determine the effects of increased PBR 

expression on mitochondrial permeability transition. We will also utilize RNA inhibition 

(RNAi) technologies to knock down PBR in brain macrophages. A prediction of this 

hypothesis is that PBR knockdown will increase cell death in brain macrophages. We will 

compare mitochondrial potential changes and cell death in macrophages that have been 

treated with RNAi with control untreated cells. These studies will help us better 

understand the role of PBR in activated brain macrophages. It is also conceivable that a 

longer life span of brain macrophages would lead to exacerbation of neuroinflammation 

and subsequently the neurodegenerative process. If PBR regulates cell survival in brain 

macrophages, it may prove a suitable target to decrease the viability of these cells in 

neuroinflammation. 

Implications of detecting neuroinflammation in vivo 

The clinical diagnosis of neurodegenerative disorders requires the presence of irreversible 

clinical symptoms and signs. Traditional imaging studies such as CT and MRI have not 

been of much assistance in the diagnosis of dementia in general (66). Current 

methodologies, such as structural MRI assessment of brain volume are insensitive late 

measures of neurological damage and the diagnosis by neurocognitive tests is possible 

only after irreversible neuronal damage has occurred. Effective therapy requires early 

intervention at the onset of neuronal injury prior to the appearance of irreversible signs 

and symptoms. PET imaging of brain macrophages in neurodegenerative may enable 

early diagnosis and therapeutic interventions. 
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To design therapies for neurodegenerative disorders, it is critical to be able to 

monitor their success in arresting the progression of neurological disease. Monitoring 

therapeutic efficacy of any such treatments is also complicated by the fact that one can 

only assess absence of disease progression and not recovery of function. Any attempt to 

develop therapy targeted at neuroinflammation for diseases such as AIDS dementia, 

Alzheimer’s disease or Multiple Sclerosis will require some means of monitoring the 

inflammatory pathogenic process, activated brain macrophages. Imaging brain 

macrophages may provide a better index of disease progression during treatment with 

antiinflammatory and other potentially neuroprotective drugs. PET imaging of brain 

macrophages with PBR ligands may be able to help in the early prediction of 

neuroinflammation, monitor the severity and progression of the disease, and help 

evaluate the effectiveness of CNS therapies aimed at decreasing neuroinflammation. 
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